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The dynamic response of an offshore structure to measured and simu-

lated stochastic wave forces is investigated. The theoretical nondeter-

ministic analysis is performed in the frequency domain for a two-dimen-

sional model. The ocean wave system is assumed to be a zero mean, sta-

tionary, ergodic Gaussian process described by a one-dimensional wave

energy density spectrum. Hydrodynamic velocities and accelerations are

computed from the wave energy density spectrum by the use of linear wave

theory. The simulated stochastic wave forces are computed via the Morison

equation which is modified to account both for the effects of wave-struc-

ture interaction and for the equivalent linearization of the drag component

in the time average mean square sense. The dynamic equations of motion for

the wave-structure system are solved by the normal mode-superposition tech-

nique. The coupled generalized damping matrix is diagonalized through an

optimization procedure. The solution process is iterative both in the de-

termination of the equivalently linearized drag term and in uncoupling the

generalized damping matrix.



The theoretical method is compared to responses computed from

measured data collected in Wave Project II (WP II). Measured wave energy

density spectra are computed from the wave elevation records by a finite

Fourier transform algorithm. Pierson-Moskowitz, Bretschneider and Scott

theoretical wave energy density spectra are fitted to the variance and to

the best least-squares estimate for the peak frequency of the measured

spectra. The Scott spectrum shows a better assimulation of the measured

wave energy spectrum in the magnitude of the peak frequency value. The

WP II prototype structure is modeled by the lumped mass procedure and a

linear Winkler foundation model is included. The computer program SAP IV

is employed to obtain the natural frequencies and modal shapes of the wave-

structure-soil model. The structural spectral displacement response is

found to be represented largely by only the first mode of free vibration.

The empirical equivalently linearized drag coefficient is determined by

comparison of the measured and theoretical spectral characteristics of the

generalized wave forces. The structural displacement spectra and frequency

response functions are computed for the analyses of the structural response

to measured and theoretical wave forces. A non-interaction theoretical

analysis shows that a near resonant condition results in the structural

displacement density spectra. A theoretical analysis, which includes the

effects of wave-structure interaction, takes into account the hydrodynamic

damping in the determination of the frequency response function. In the

theoretical analysis, the spectral characteristics of the structural dis-

placements are shown to be dependent on the characteristics of the wave

energy density spectrum. The structural displacement density spectra for

all analyses are found to be narrow banded when measured by both the Lonquet-

Higgins and Vanmarke bandwidth parameters.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AN OFFSHORE STRUCTURE TO
MEASURED AND SIMULATED STOCHASTIC WAVE FORCES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

New energy sources are being sought to satisfy national and

world demands. The offshore continental shelves have shown to con-

tain promising natural energy reserves in the form of minerals and

petroleum. Obtaining these much needed resources requires new

technological advancements in design procedures in order to over-

come some of the hazardous environmental conditions. The offshore

platforms to be installed in these greater depths are of enormous

size and expense. Thus, a need has arisen to develop a more accurate

mathematical model which is capable of predicting the actual forces

and responses that these deep water platforms will experience. The

structural response to wave action has proven to be of primary

importance in the design of offshore towers.

The original design of these offshore platforms consisted of a

static type of analysis. A single maximum wave, over a predicted

life expectancy, was employed to calculate a deterministic design

response. In an attempt to better represent the chaotic real ocean

surface, the single wave was replaced by a linear sum of sinusoidal

random waves. Combining nondeterministic methods with statistical

measured records, engineers have developed mathematical expressions

for the representation of the frequency distribution of the energy

content in a particular sea state. Specification of the random

process of surface elevations by the wave energy density spectrum

employs the assumption that the sea state system is composed of an
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infinite sum of sinusoidal waves of various amplitudes, periods,

phases and directions of propagation.

The response of the structural system has been expanded to in-

clude the dynamic force effects resulting from structural movement.

As these offshore platforms are located in deeper water, they become

more compliant to wave action. The concept of wave-structure inter-

action was then included in the determination of the response. Devel-

opment of the analytical methods for nondeterministic dynamic analysis

of offshore structures to wave forces has mainly occurred in the past

decade. Previous research in this area had been performed by a select

number of investigators. Those who have influenced the development of

the theory set forth in the following chapter are succinctly acknowl-

edged.

1.1 Previous Related Research

The representation of a sea state by stochastic methods for

engineering applications was investigated by Borgman [1967]. The

wave hydrodynamics were derived from the energy density spectrum by

use of linear wave theory. The Morison equation [1950] was employed

to express the forces due to wave action by the spectral density

function. Borgman discovered that spectral representations of the

wave energy density spectrum and the force density spectrum which

were computed from measured records were very similar to each other

in shape. The spectral representation for the theoretical wave forces

derived by Borgman only included the wave hydrodynamics without struc-

tural interaction and thus was restricted in application to relatively
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stiff structures.

Large diameter cylinders were investigated by Nath and Harleman

[1969]. Application of the diffraction theory to the dynamic re-

sponse of large cylinders, led to the development of a linear re-

lationship between the water surface elevation and the structural

response. This required that the nonlinear drag term in the Morison

equation be neglected in the determination of the wave forces. Ex-

perimental responses were calculated and ratios of water depth, wave

length and cylinder diameter were shown to have a limiting control

as to when the drag or inertial effects dominated the wave forcing

function.

The structural modeling techniques and methods of solution for

a dynamic analysis were explored by Edge and Mayer [1969]. They

showed that the inclusion of a soil model to simulate the linear

reaction of an offshore structure foundation had significant effects

on the dynamic characteristics of the structure. The method of

analysis which they employed for the dynamic structural response was

the mode-superposition technique which assumes that the actual struc-

tural response may be found by a summation of the responses in each

natural mode of vibration. The importance of developing a compre-

hensive structural model is reflected in the determination of the

magnitude of the natural frequency of vibration of the structure.

Mayer and Edge had also neglected wave-structure interaction in the

determination of the wave forces.

Foster [1970] also developed a nondeterministic dynamic response

model for spectral wave forces. The Borgman transfer function was
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employed to determine the spectral forcing function from the wave

energy density spectrum. The nonlinear drag term of the Morison

equation was equivalently linearized over time in the best least

square sense. The linear statistical response was then theoretically

determined for several towers which were excited by various spectral

sea states. Foster concluded that for stochastic analyses,the inertial

effects dominated the tower's response for low-wind velocities and

small wave height forces, while the drag effects become significant

for higher wind velocities. In his analysis, the effects of wave

structure interaction were also omitted in the wave forcing function.

Malhotra and Penzien [1970] introduced the importance of includ-

ing wave-structure interaction for the determination of spectral wave

forces. Following the equivalent linearization technique of Foster,

stochastic responses were determined for several structures in varying

water depths. They found that by employing the mode-superposition

technique, the structural response could be adequately represented by

summing the responses obtained in the first three modes of free vibra-

tion. Their conclusions demonstrated that the frequencies of natural

vibration, the ocean depth effect, and the peak frequency of the sea

state energy density spectra must be separated as much as possible to

avoid adverse displacements. The structural models employed in their

analysis neglected the effects of a simulated soil response. The

responses were calculated to theoretical wave energy density spectra

as developed by Pierson and Moskowitz [1964]. Chakrabarti [1971]

corrected the interaction term of their mass matrix by noting that only

the added mass effect and not the virtual mass, was affected by the
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wave-structure interaction.

Burke and Tighe [1972] performed a dynamic analysis of an off-

shore structure in the time domain using the concept of wave-structure

interaction. They solved the nonlinear differential dynamic equations

of motion by direct numerical integration. Although this time domain

solution is quite lengthy and costly, the analyses of several offshore

structures verified the importance of including wave-structure inter-

action for structures with a fundamental period greater than 2.4

seconds.

The frequency domain analysis for the stochastic response of

offshore structures was extended to three-dimensions by Berge and

Penzien [1975]. Using the two-dimensional energy density spectra,

the rotational and translational responses were investigated for a

three-dimensional tower. The response in the rotational modes were

found to be insignificant compared to a two-dimensional model analysis

forced by a one-dimensional wave energy density spectrum.

The results of these previous research efforts have been con-

sidered in the development of a comprehensive linearized model to

determine the dynamic response of an actual offshore structure to

theoretical stochastic wave forces. In an attempt to compare this

theoretical approach with measured data, a prototype structure was

modeled and the nondeterministic dynamic response determined. The

data which are available to perform such an analysis are limited by

instrumentation and expense. The Wave Project II data [1969] which

was collected in the 1960's has shown to be applicable although it

was not representative of the type of deep water responses for which
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the theoretical analysis was developed. The results from previous

researchers with the collection of the Wave Project II data led to the

development of a theoretical method for the nondeterministic dynamic

response of an offshore structure to measured and simulated stochastic

wave forces.

In an attempt to simulate the dynamic characteristics of the Wave

Project II structure, the idealization of the structural model will in-

clude linear soil restraints. Equivalent linearization of the hydro-

dynamic drag term will be employed in a linear analysis, so that the

statistical properties of the input process will also apply to the

response statistics. The wave forces will include the effects of

wave-structure interaction in the added mass inertial term and drag

term of the Morison wave force equation. The wave spectral energy

densities will be determined from measured data collected during Wave

Project II and from theoretical spectra which were determined to pro-

vide the best least squares fit to these measured data. The measured

pressure forces will also be analyzed to offer a comparison with the

theoretical method. Analysis in only two dimensions will be used

since the dominant responses occur in the direction of wave propaga-

tion as shown by Berge [1975]. Due to the nature of the sea state

representation and the economy involved in the computations, the

frequency domain will be used in the analysis.

1.2 Chapter Outline of the Investigation

The theory for the nondeterministic dynamic response of offshore

structures to random wave forces is presented in detail in the sub-
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sequent chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the fundamental linear wave

theory and the development of a one-dimensional wave energy density

spectrum. Derivation of the wave hydrodynamics from the measured

and theoretical wave power spectra are also presented in this chapter.

The lumped mass procedure for a structural model, including a soil

response, is presented in Chapter 3. Also given in this chapter is

the forcing function due to wave action which includes the effects

of wave-structure interaction and the equivalent linearization of the

drag term. Chapter 4 determines the frequency response statistics

as derived from the mode-superposition technique, the structural re-

sponse to measured pressure forces, and the extreme value statistics.

Chapter 5 presents the origin of the Wave Project II data and the

methods employed to represent them statistically. Chapter 6 describes

the structural modeling of the Wave Project II prototype platform and

the computer analyses of its responses to theoretical and measured

stochastic wave forces. Chapter 7 discusses results of these com-

puter analyses and draws conclusions from these analyses.
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2.0 THE SPECIFICATION OF A STOCHASTIC SEA

The complexity of ocean wave kinematics may be approximated by

many theories. The most straight forward and mathematically convenient

is the Airy, small amplitude wave theory. This theory offers a funda-

mental approach to the first order approximation of wave hydrodynamics.

An abbreviated development of linear wave theory follows which is

based on the "potential flow" representation of an ideal fluid. A

theoretical description of linear wave theory is given by Eagleson

and Dean [1966].

2.1 Linear Wave Theory

An elementary development of idealized fluid flow considers the

conservation of mass for a two-dimensional system as shown in Figure

2.1.1. Assuming that the fluid is incompressible, the application of

the principle of conservation of mass results in the following conti-

nuity equation

9v 314
+ = 0

ax 9z

(2.1.1)

in which T is the velocity component in the x direction and w is the

velocity component in the z direction. By requiring the flow to be

irrotational, the field of flow may be represented by the scalar

velocity potential T. The velocity potential is represented by 'Y

instead of the usual notation 4) to avoid confusion with the use of

(I) to represent the modal shapes in free vibration analysis. The

existence of a velocity potential permits the two-dimensional fluid

motions to be represented as



Mean water
level z=0

z

9

+x Wave propagation

w

Bottom z=-d

Velocity components

OD

Figure 2.1.1 Small Amplitude Wave System for a

Simple Harmonic Wave with Period T.
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(2.1.2.a)

(2.1.2.b)

Combining the continuity equation with the assumption of irrota-

tional flow and the existence of a velocity potential results in the

governing equation for ideal fluid flow given by the Laplace equation

as

'2'
32T D2T

(2.1.3)

Integration of the equation of motion for a two-dimensional homogeneous

frictionless fluid yields the Bernoulli equation and is represented by

-at
1 (v 2 + ;42) + p + gz = f (t) (2.1.4)

in which t = time

p = pressure intensity

p = density of the fluid

g = gravitational acceleration constant

f(t) = constant of intergration

Small amplitude wave theory is based upon the assumption that the

wave height H is small compared to the wave length L; i.e., T: << 1.

Thus Eq. (2.1.4) may be linearized by neglecting the squares of the

velocity components v2 and w2. Upon the further assumption that the

unknown constant of integration f(t) is a constant throughout the

fluid at all time, the choice of f(t) is thus arbitrary and may be

set equal to zero. Therefore, Eq. (2.1.4) reduces to

BT
+

p_
+ gz = 0 (2.1.5)P
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Application of the Laplace equation and the linearized Bernoulli

equation to wave theory entails the formulation of a boundary value

problem. The definition sketch of a single sinusoidal wave propa-

gating in the positive direction of the x-axis is shown in Figure

2.1.1. To form a general solution for wave motion in the ideal fluid

domain, boundary conditions must be applied. The Laplace equation,

Eq. (2.1.3), must be satisfied in the regions of -co < x < + co and

-d < z < n, where d is the water depth and n is the instantaneous

water surface elevation. Small amplitude wave theory assumes the

n is very small compared to the wave length so that the boundary con-

ditions specified at the free surface z = n may be evaluated instead

at the mean water level where z = 0. Applying the linearized

Bernoulli equation to the free surface, where z = n and setting the

pressure intensity p on the surface to be atmospheric and equal to

zero results in the following dynamic free surface boundary condition

(DFSBC)

n =
at

T
at z = 0

g
(2.1.6)

An additional kinematic boundary condition at z = n requires that

a water particle remain on the free surface. Evaluated at the mean

water level, z = 0, the expression of this condition on the instan-

taneous water particle velocity may be expressed as

DT n
w = 57 = --97-t at z = 0 (2.1.7)

Eliminating the unknown free surface n from the boundary condi-

tions at z = 0 results in the combined free surface boundary condition

air 1 92T
aZ 57-2t

at- z = 0 (2.1.8)
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At the horizontal bottom, z = -d, a no flow boundary condition must

exist for an impermeable surface. Thus,

9,11

w = = 0 at z = -d (2.1.9)9z

A homogeneous boundary value problem results from these boundary

conditions, and a solution may be obtained through the method of separa-

tion of variables. Thus the scalar velocity potential T may be re-

presented as

T = X(x)Z(z)T(t) (2.1.10)

The function T(t) is assumed to be simple harmonic in time and the

functions X(x) and Z(z) yield solutions in space from their sub-

stitution into the Laplace equation. Satisfying all the boundary

conditions, a solution to the Laplace equation (2.1.3) determines the

velocity potential to be

ag cosh K(d + z) .T = sin (Kx wt)w cosh Kd (2.1.11)

Where a = the wave amplitude; K = the wave number defined as 27r/L; and

w = the angular wave frequency defined as 27/T.

Substitution of the scalar Y into the combined free surface

boundary condition Eq. (2.1.8), yields the dispersion relationship

that couples the wave number, the angular frequency and the water

depth according to

w2 = gK tanh Kd (2.1.12)

Therefore the surface profile may be represented by the following

sinusoid

=
g

1 DTI
= a cos (Kx - wt)

3t
= 0

(2.1.13)
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which is strictly periodic in both x and t.

By virtue of the velocity potential definition Eq. (2.1.2), the

horizontal and vertical components of the local particle motion may

be respectively calculated by the following directional derivatives;

i.e.,

agK cosh K (d + z)

ax w cosh Kd
cos (Kx - wt)

(2.1.14.a)

agKsinh K(d + z)
w =

az cosh Kd
sin (Kx wt)

(2.1.14.b)

Differentiating the water particle velocity terms by time gives the

local acceleration components within the wave field according to

cosh K(d + z)
v = agsc sin (Kx -wt )

at cosh Kd
(2.1.15.a)

aw sinh K(d + z)

w at -agK cosh Kd
cos (Kx - wt)

(2.1.1S.b)

The hydrodynamics derived from linear wave theory show that

water particle motions due to wave action vary exponentially with

depth in the z direction and vary harmonically in both x and t. The

linear properties of this approximate theory offers the use of

superposition for the wave hydrodynamics which is essential for the

application of spectral analysis techniques.

2.2 The Sea as a Random Process

The chaotic real ocean surface consists of wind-driven waves

propagating simultaneously in many directions. These wave components

consist of various amplitudes, wave lengths, periods and phase angles.

In the study of ocean waves a need has arisen to express this process
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in a way that is easily incorporated into the dynamic design pro-

cedures of offshore structures. In order to develop a mathematical

model to describe this random multivariate process, statistical

methods may be employed to evaluate the invariant quantities (see,

for comparison, Benjamin and Cornell [1970]).

A stochastic process is a random function of time and /or space.

A description of the fluctuations of the random sea surface may be

represented by a probability law, which is defined by its probability

density function. To describe an exact probability density function

for a chaotic sea state is difficult; therefore, only a few invariant

descriptors will be determined. The statistics of a stochastic

process may be completely defined by weighted averages of certain

functions of the random variable which are known as moments. The

first moment is the mean or the expected value of the discrete

random variable which describes its central tendency by

m = E[n] = E (n.) (2.2.1)

all i
in

1

where P
n
(n.) is the frequency of occurrence of the value of the dis-

crete random variable ni. The second moment is the variance which

gives an indication of the dispersion of the discrete random variable

about the mean. It is defined as the weighted average of the squared

deviations from the mean given by

a2
(n1

= var [n] = E . - m) 2 P (n.) (2.2.2)
.nn all i

n

The standard deviation is given by the positive square root of the

variance; i.e ,



or (1/2a2U
nn

=
nn nn

) (2.2.3)
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In order to utilize these invariant statistical measures of the ocean

surface, several assumptions and their justifications must be pre-

sented.

The theories of random surface wave processes have been sum-

marized by Kinsman [1965]. Stochastic sea representations fall into

three categories of varying complexity; nonstationary, stationary

and stationary-ergodic. For a stationary process the statistical

properties of the random process are assumed to be invariant under

a shift in time. This is justified by the postulate that wind wave

periods are much smaller in magnitude than the duration of the wind

acting on the area of ocean. By similar reasoning, the statistics

of the wave field are assumed to be homogeneous or invariant under

a shift in distance scale due to the postulate that the wind wave

lengths are much smaller than the fetch or distance over which the

wind acts. A subset to the stationary process is one which is also

ergodic. By invoking the ergodic hypothesis, the ensemble averages

obtained over an infinite number of finite length records may be

replaced by the average of one record of assumed infinite length.

This assumes that nature will repeat exactly the statistics of the

process calculated from such records of finite length. In order to

simplify the complexity of the statistical methods involved and to

allow for sufficient applicability, the assumptions of stationarity,

ergodicy and homogeneity will be envoked.



From linear wave theory, the instantaneous water surface eleva-

tion may be represented by a single sinusoid propagating in the

positive x direction. Assuming that the surface fluctuations may

be represented by the superposition of an infinite number of linear

waves allows for methods of harmonic analysis to be employed. Thus,

the wave surface may be given by the summation of linear Fourier

wave components

or in complex form

I

n(x,t) = E A(K.,t) cos (K.x + A.)

I

n(x,t) = E T(K.,t) exp (1K.x)
=-I 1

(2.2.3)
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where A(K.,t) = complex amplitude of the disturbance. As the number

of individual wave components goes to infinity (i.e., I the

summation of the individual wave components warrants the use of the

central limit theorem. The central limit theorem states that under

very general conditions, as the number of component realizations in

the sum becomes large, the distribution of the sum of the realiza-

tions will approach a normal or Gaussian distribution. This assump-

tion allows for the application of a normal probability theory to the

invariant statistical moments calculated from the sea state realiza-

tions.

Linear wave theory was developed with the origin of the wave

system at the mean water level,

mean or ensemble average of the

zero over the cosine function.

z = 0 in Figure 2.1.1. Thus the

instaneous surface elevation will be

Having assumed a Gaussian distribu-
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tion with a zero mean, the statistics required to completely describe

the behavior of the random process have been reduced to the second

moment or variance. The function from which the variance ofta zero

mean process may be determined from a realization of the random pro-

cess is the covariance function which is given by

T

R (r) = <p(t)q(t + lim f
2
p(t)cl(t + T)dt

T -4- coPq T T

T (2.2.4)

in which <> denotes ensemble time average and T is a shift in time.

If the functions p(t) and q(t) are the same, then Eq. (2.2.4) is

normally termed the autocovariance function. If p(t) and q(t) re-

present different processes, then the term cross-covariance is often

used. By invoking ergodicy, the ensemble time average may be re-

placed by the time average over a single record. The assumption

of stationarity specifies the statistics of the wave form as being

invariant under a shift in time, T. Due to homogeneity, the statistic

of the wave process are invariant under a shift in distance. Thus

the autocovariance function of the water surface elevation for zero

termporal lag yields

R
flfl

(0) = <n(t)11(t)> = a2 (2.2.5)

Eq. (2.2.5) is the variance or the weighted average of the square of

the deviations from the zero mean and is a measure of the dispersion

of the random water surface elevation about the still water level.

The statistics of the zero mean, Gaussian stochastic process are

completely described by the autocovariance function for zero lag and
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may also be represented by its spectral density function. This fre-

quency decomposition of the mean square values is obtained by the

Fourier transform of the autocovariance function given by Eq. (2.2.4).

The Fourier transform pair is given by the relationship

and its inversion

1
S
nn 71-

(w) = f
co
R
ni

(T) exp (-1wT)dT

CO

(2.2.6)

R
nn

(T) = f S
nn

(w) exp (iwi)dw (2.2.7)

The significance of the spectral density function S
flfl

(w) is that the

statistics for a second order normal process may be calculated in the

frequency domain which may be more expedient for mathematical computa-

tions than the time domain. Thus for a stationary process Eq. (2.2.7)

reduces to the mean square value of n(t) for zero lag.

R (0) = <n2(t)> = f S (w)dw = a2
nn nn flfl

(2.2.8)

The variance of the instantaneous water surface elevation is proportional

to the mean energy per unit horizontal area. Thus the ordinate of the

spectrum S (w), may be interpreted as the wave energy density per unit
nn

frequency. Since the wave process is stationary, the spectrum is sym-

metric about w = 0, thus S (w) for w > 0 contains all the necessary

information to define the variance. Thus for a one sided spectrum

CY =2
rl

2 +fS (w) dw

0
T111

(2.2.9)
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203 Theoretical One-dimensional Wave Energy Density Spectra

Measurements of ocean surface waves have been analyzed by various

investigators to produce theoretical functions which may represent a

general form of the energy density spectrum. By statistically re-

ducing measured wave height data, parametric studies may be performed

to find functional spectra relationships which best fit the measured

data. Three basic types of energy spectra have been developed for the

ocean wave process; a three-dimensional directional spectrum, a two-

dimensional wave number spectrum and a one-dimensional frequency spectrum.

A one-dimensional frequency spectrum may be obtained by the Fourier

transform of the autocovariance function in the time domain from a

time series realization of the instantaneous surface displacements

which are assumed to be stationary, ergodic and homogeneous. This

spectrum is the easiest to measure since the time series measurement

of the water elevations need only be recorded at one spatial location

over a reasonably long time interval. Because of the ease of obtain-

ing time measurements, a relatively large quantity of data has been

collected and analyzed for the development of the theoretical one-

dimensional energy density frequency spectrum. Data for the other

spectral types are relatively limited and not well established. For

these reasons, only a one-dimensional spectrum will be investigated.

Through recorded measurements of the surface elevations, theoreticians

have been able to reduce these data and to arrive at various one-

dimensional spectral representations. The Pierson-Moskowitz [1964],

Bretschneider [1961] and Scott [1965] spectra are three energy density
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frequency spectra of varying forms which have been derived from measured

field data.

Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum

A two parameter spectral form for fully developed wind seas

which is based on the similarity theory of Kitagorodski was presented

by Pierson and Moskowitz [1964]. The similarity hypothesis proposes

that the power spectra for fully developed seas should be of the same

shape when plotted in a certain dimensionless way. This is based on

the assumption that the dominant part of the energy density spectrum

is a function of four variables; viz.,

S (w) = F(w,g,U,Q) (2.3.1)
npnp

where w = angular wave frequency

g = gravitational acceleration constant

U = wind velocity

Q = fetch length

Forming a dimensionless spectrum as a function of dimensionless fre-

quency w' and dimensionless fetch Q' results in

where

S' (w) = F"(w-,Q-)
n n
P P

g
3

S' (w) = S (o')
rl

P P Ipnp U5

gQ
Q --

U2

, Uw
w =

g

(2.3.2.a)

(2.3.2.b)

(2.3.2.c)
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The field data analyzed by Moskowitz was for a fully developed sea

and, therefore, the dependence on dimensionless fetch Q' vanishes.

The energy density spectrum now becomes a function of only the dimen-

sionless frequency

S' (w) = F(w') (2.3.3)

P P

By smoothing the measured data and by employing curve fitting methods

for a theoretical equation of the form such that w5 occurs in the

denominator, the following one-dimensional spectral equation is ob-

tained:
ag2 4

S (w) = exp (-1) 1Uw
p p w 5

(2.3.4)

Where a and 8 are nondimensional parameters given by, a = 8.10 X

103 and 8 = 0.74. The spectrum is defined from zero to infinity and

the variance of the wave record is equal to the area under the spec-

trum. The spectrum was developed to fit data measured in the North

Atlantic for wind speeds from 20 to 40 knots recorded at an elevation

of 64 feet above the ocean.

Bretschneider Spectrum

An analogous two parameter sea state energy density spectrum of

similar form was introduced by Bretschneider [1961]. Employing the

w5 term in the denominator of the theoretical function, a spectral

equation was formulated from analysis of data collected in the Gulf

of Mexico. The Bretschneider frequency spectrum is given by

(0 YR
2

S
nBnB w

exp [-0.675(AL-141
UwB

2
' I

(2.3.5.a)
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Where y and B2 are dimensionless quantities determined by

Bi
2

y = 3.437
B
2

gill
/3

B
1 U

2

gT1/3

B
2
-

27U

(2.3.5.b)

(2.3.5.c)

(2.3.5.d)

in which, H1
/3

= the significant wave height and T1/3 = the signifi-

cant wave period. The Bretschneider spectrum relates the frequency

dependent energy density to the significant wave height and significant

wave period through the wave generation parameters y and B2.

Scott Spectrum

Scott [1965] proposed an energy density spectrum based on the

assumption that all spectra may be represented by some common function

of significant wave height and average period. Employing the North

Atlantic wave data of Moskowitz and the work of Darbyshire on a

spectral formulation, a modified Darbyshire spectrum was developed.

The Darbyshire spectrum related the energy density to the peak

frequency and total energy content or variance. Scott transformed

the zero spectral moment to the significant wave height using the

Lonquet-Higgins [1952] theoretical relationship which assumes that

the maximum wave heights are Rayleigh distributed so that

H
1/3 = 4 171-117 (2.3.6)
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Performing a regression analysis on the data analyzed by Moskowitz

and transforming the frequency in Hertz to radial frequency gave the

following spectral form:

(w wo2 31/2
S (w) = 0.214 H1/3 exp {0.0650.065(w - wo + 0.26)

s s

for -0.26 < (w - wo) < 1.65 (2.3.7)

= 0 otherwise

Where coo is the peak radial frequency of the spectrum and H113 is

the significant wave height in feet. Performing a regression analysis

on H1/3, approximations for the terms wo and the average period T

were determined to be

3.15 8.98
Wo =

T2

and

= 0.085 H1/3 7.1

(2.3.8)

(2.3.9)

2.4 Comparison of Theoretical to Measured Wave Energy Density Spectra

The input parameters for these various theoretical spectra vary

from spectra to spectra. The parametric variables which vary from

significant wave height and significant period to average period and

wind speed may be transformed into parameters which may be obtained as

descriptive parameters from actual wave records. The total energy

content of a storm wave system and the frequency at which the peak

energy occurs are two such values of interest. By assuming the same

total energy and peak frequency as the measured sea state, the theoretical
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spectrum will give its closest approximation to the form of the actual

energy density spectrum. Transformation of the various input parameters

may be determined by integrating the theoretical spectral energy density

over all frequencies according to,

00

m0 = f S (w) dw
0 TITI

(2.4.1)

This results in the representation of the input parameters in terms of

the total energy content. Differentiating the theoretical spectral

density with respect to frequency and setting the result equal to zero

gives the relationship of the parameters in terms of the peak frequency;

i.e.,

dS
nn

(w)

dw
= 0 (2.4.2)

w = w0

The theoretical spectral representations of the Pierson-Moskowitz,

Bretschneider and Scott have been transformed from their correspond-

ing input parameters to the peak frequency and total energy content

values by Hudspeth and Chen [1976]. Their results are summarized in

Table 2.4.
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Spectrum Spectral Density Function m0

,
.

wo
.

Scott

Bretschneider

Pierson -
Moskowitz

(w -wo)2 1/2
3.424 m0 exp r

-0.065(w-wo-.26)1

mo,wo, w°,
]

415--)exp-[1.45---)----

w0 w w

5
m0 w0 w0

4

5---(---) exp-[1.25(----) ]

w0 w w

H1/
i 3

(-4----)

yg2

wo

27 0.6751/4

w0
4

ag2

( )

T1/3 1.25

(3 1/4

(-----)
U 1.255w04

Table 2.4

The Pierson-Moskowitz and Bretschneider spectra are equivalent when

determined by the peak frequency and total energy content. They do

remain distinct when the original input parameters of wind speed and

significant wave height and period are used. Therefore, only the

Bretschneider spectrum will be referred to in the remaining presenta-

tion. From the spectral representations given in Table 2.4, the Scott

and Bretschneider spectra may theoretically be used to estimate one-

dimensional energy density spectra from the peak frequency and total

energy content of a measured wave record.

2.5 Wave Kinematics Computed From a Wave Energy Density Spectrum

The ocean surface for unidirectional waves may be represented by

a Gaussian model (see, for comparison, Borgman [1972]). Random surface

wave fluctuations may be represented by a linear superposition of an

infinite number of sinusoids; i.e.,



n(x,t)
Co

11 A. cos (c w X . )

i 1 1
(2.5.1)
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Where X. is a random phase angle which is uniformly distributed between

0 and 27. Employing the relationship between the energy content at a

particular frequency and the amplitude Ai and also taking the limit of

the summation, the equation for the surface fluctuation may be re-

presented in the "pseudo integral" form by

1/2

n(x,t) =
0
fw[2S

nn
(w)dw] cos(Kx - wt + A)

(2.5.2)

Similarily, T may also be represented in the "pseudo integral" form

by

1/h
K( +

'P = -f
03 w -[2S (w)dw]

cos

0 K nn sinh
d

Kd

z)
sin(Kx - wt + A)

(2.5.3)

in which the wave number K must satisfy the dispersion relationship

given by Eq. (2.1.12). The corresponding wave kinematics may be

determined by partial differentiation for the x component at the

"3
th
" position within the fluid domain according to

and

1/2
cosh K(d + z.)

r - wt A)3 cos ucxj=
Co

w[2S (w)&0]
X. of nn

sinh Kd

(2.5.4)
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v = f w2 /2 cosh K(d + z.)
sin(Kx. - wt + X)x.

PS
nn

(w)dw]

3 sinh Kd

(2.5.5)

where z. is always less than or equal to zero; i.e., below the mean

water level. Due to the assumptions involved in the development of

linear wave theory and the wave spectral energy density function, the

wave particle velocities and accelerations may also be assumed to posses

the statistical properties of zero mean and Gaussian.

Nondeterministic dynamic analysis requires that the cross position

hydrodynamic spectra be computed from the wave energy density spectra.

Considering the statistical properties of the random phase X, Foster

[1970] was able to develop the cross-covariance function for fluid

velocities in the x direction from the following:

w2coshK(d+)cosh K(d + z
k

)

R. (r) = f
z3

S (w) cos[K(x. - xk) + w'r]dwvj v
k 0 nil sinh2 Kd

(2.5.6)

where v. and v
k denote the wave fluid particle velocities at the spatial

positions "j" and "k". Employing the Fourier transform relationship from

Eq. (2.2.6), Foster carried out the integral on the right hand side of

Eq. (2.5.6) and found the x component of the cross velocity spectral

density function to be

w2coshK(d+)cosh K(d + zk)

v
S. (w) = S (w)

zj

exp[11((x. - x )]v.
k nn sinh2 Kh j k

(2.5.7)
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The derivatives of the cross-covariance function may be easily

computed since the random velocity v is stationary in time. Partial

differentiation of the velocity cross-covariance function

R. (T)=<irj(t)171((t+T)>=4.(t T)-tr
k
(t)>

v.1 3k

with respect to T gives

aaTR(T) = <v.(t)v
k
(t + T)> = R. -

v
(T) = <v (t -

k
(t) = -R- (T)

aT v. 3 v. v kir
j

A second partial differentiation results in

a2R. .

v.v
k
(T) =

aT2
-<v.(t)v

k
(t + T)> = -Rv.v

k
- (T)

3

(2.5.8)

(2.5.9)

The Fourier transform pair properties of the cross-covariance function

and cross spectral density function may again be employed to define the

derivatives of the velocity spectra in the frequency domain as

and

r ° 11
Ss (w) = _13 RI; (T) expt-iwTyaT = TwSif (W)
V.V 27j

j k j k

1 .0

(w) = I R- (r) expf-iworldT = -1wS- (w)v.v 271. -w v. v.v3 k 3 k

S
1 00

v
3

f

k
,w) = f R..

k

(T)
v.v

exp{-iwT}dT = w2s.
v11..

(w)

k

(2.5.10)

(2.5.11)

(2.5.12)

where S. and Sv - - are complex conjugates. Eqs. (2.5.7), (2.5.10),
. vv.v

3 k k

(2.5.11) and (2.5.12) provide all the information required to stochastical-

ly represent the wave forces in the frequency domain given the wave energy

density spectrum and the spatial characteristics of the structure.
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300 DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO A RANDOM SEA

In the previous chapters it was shown that a complex random sea

state may be approximated by a one-dimensional wave energy density

spectrum. Application of the information provided by this type of

representation permits the use of a dynamic approach to calculate the

response of an offshore structure. Since the time varying load is

random, only the statistics of the forcing function can be computed

and a nondeterministic analysis employed to calculate the statistics

of the structural displacements. Since the analytical methods applied

to the solution of this complex, nonlinear, random problem have been

investigated by others, a wave-structure-soil model was chosen from

the results of their previous research. The following problem solution

technique has been synthesized from the references previously cited:

1) Three-dimensional rotational responses have a small effect

on the total response of the structure. A two-dimensional structural

analysis using a one-dimensional wave energy density spectrum will be

computationally simpler and will yield sufficient accuracy (Berge [1975]).

2) The dynamic response of an offshore structure to stochastic

wave forces may be expressed by means of a modified Morison equation.

The transformed Morison equation includes the effects of wave-structure

interaction in the total forcing function of the dynamic equations of

motion (Malhotra and Penzien [1970]).

3) By equivalently linearizing the nonlinear drag term of the

modified Morison equation and by employing the normal mode superposition

technique, the equations of motion for the structural system reduce to
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a set of linear, independent, ordinary differential equations. The

statistical characteristics of the structural response may be computed

from the statistical properties of the wave energy density spectrum

(Foster [1970]) .

4) The structural model may be idealized to determine the dominant

responses of the system. The inclusion of soil restraints in the idealized

structural model significantly influences the vibrational behavior of the

structure (Edge and Mayer [1969]).

3.1 Idealization of the Structural Model

A valid mathematical representation of an offshore structure should

adequately represent the important structural characteristics such that

a dynamic evaluation of the model may be performed with relative ease

but still yield results which are accurate and dependable. The struc-

tural design of an offshore tower may involve many geometric elements

of varying specifications. The response of such a system may involve

an infinite number of degrees of freedom. In an effort to simplify

the structure into a workable mathematical model, assumptions are

required to reduce the number of degrees of freedom involved in the

idealized analysis.

Implementing the lumped-mass procedure of discretization presented

by Penzien and Clough [1975], the mass, stiffness, and damping properties

of the structural elements are concentrated at selected locations called

nodal points. Nodal points are usually positioned where; 1) several

structural elements are connected, 2) a change in material properties

occur, and/or 3) a specific structural response is desired. Thus,
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the continuous structural elements are replaced by equivalent massless

sections which have the same length, stiffness and damping properties

with the mass concentrated at the ends. The infinite degree of freedom

system may now be replaced by a simpler model containing only a finite

number of degrees of freedom which are located at each lumped nodal

point location.

Further reduction in the degrees of freedom may be obtained by

specifying that the structural response is dominant in only a specific

direction relative to the orientation of the platform. Assuming that

the ocean sea state axis of propagation is coincident with the global

x axis of the structure, the response will be largely contained in the

x-translation displacement. Therefore, at each nodal point location

only the x-translation and ey rotation degrees of freedom will be

required for the analysis. A typical structure in an idealized lumped

nodal point configuration is shown in Figure 3.1.1.

3.2 Simulation of the Soil Response

In the formulation of a comprehensive model, a system of soil

restraints should be included in the analysis in order to represent

the soil response to movements of the structural pile supports. Soil-

structure interaction is difficult to model accurately although

approximate descriptions of the soil response have been developed which

may give reasonable results. In dynamic analysis, the important concern

is the effect of the soil on the structural movement. In order to be

compatible with the spectral analysis approach a linear model should

be employed. Edge and Mayer [1969] summarized some of the techniques
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that appear applicable in representing a linear offshore soil-structure

interaction foundation restraint.

In this summary, there were two basic techniques presented for

linearly modeling the soil foundation for a pile supported structure.

The simplest is the use of an equivalent point of fixity which is

located at a distance below the mudline where the maximum moment

would occur if the lateral soil resistance were present. The method

of equivalent pile fixity length is somewhat crude and may lead to

significant errors in the behavior of a linear pile.

The second approach appears to be more rational but additional

complexities in mathematical equations and number of degrees of freedom

are introduced. This employs a Winkler foundation model which assumes

that the pile is represented by a fixed-free beam constrained by a set

of closely spaced springs. These linear springs approximate the elastic

response of the soil to pile displacements. The soil characteristics

may vary linearly with depth and, correspondingly, each of the closely

spaced Winkler springs are modeled independent of each other. Each

Winkler spring may be modeled as a massless element of linear stiffness

with a fixity at the end opposite the nodal point location on the

structure as shown in Figure 3.1.1.

Some basic assumptions required for the representation of the

soil restraints by the Winkler foundation are as follows:

1) The physical characteristics of the soil continuum are

isotropic and homogeneous.

2) The restraining forces are linear to the displacements and

to their derivatives.
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3) The soil responses are represented by a bending reaction, a

vertical shear reaction and a torsional shear reaction.

Due to simplification of the degrees of freedom involved in the

structural response, no vertical displacements will occur. Thus only

the horizontal soil modulus of the Winkler foundation in the structural

global X axis will be considered. The soil response to a structural

pile deflection of u
s
may be represented as,

Fs = K u
s s

(3.2.1)

in which F
s

is the restraining force exerted on the structure by the

soil and K
s

is the Winkler horizontal subgrade modulus.

Penzien, Scheffey and Parmelee [1964] analyzed the response of

bridge piles to seismic forces by the use of a linear Winkler model

in which the horizontal subgrade modulus varied linearly with depth.

The Mindlin equation was employed in their determination of the soil

response to a lateral displacement of a pile. The Mindlin equation

uses the theory of elasticity to calculate the horizontal displace-

ment of a pile due to the application of a horizontal single concentrated

force F
s

located within the elastic isotropic half-space soil continuum.

For the pile-soil model shown in Figure 3.2.1, structural displacement,

u
s
, may be represented by the following equation:

u (x,y,z)
F
s
(o,o,e) 3 - 4v 1 2ez

167(1 v)G
{ w

1 W2 W2

4(1 - v) (1 - 2v) 2 1 3 - 4v 6ez 4(1 v) (1 2v)
+ x [ + ]

W2 z e W13 W13 W25 W2(W2 z e)2

(3.2,2)
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Figure 3.2.1 Application of a Horizontal Load Fs in the

Isotropic Half-Space Soil Continuum.

x
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in which v is Possion's ratio, e is the depth of Fs in the z direction

below the mudline, Gs is the soil shear modulus, and

w12 = x2 4. y2 4. (z e) 2

w22 = x2 4. y2 4. (z e)2

Penzien, Scheffey and Parmelee [1964] have shown that by assuming

no water motion occurs in the saturated clay medium, a Possion's ratio

of one-half could be selected as a reasonable choice. Thus, from the

theory of elasticity, the shear modulus Gs may be replaced by the soil's

young's modulus Es according to

E E
s s

G =Gs
2(1 +

= 3 (3.2.3)

Substitution of the Youngs modulus into Eq. (3.2.2), reduces the Mindlin

equation to

u
s
(x,y,z)

3F
s
(o,o,e) 1 1 2ez 1 1 6ez

{ + + + x2( +

W13 W23 W25
3

W1 W2 W238TrE
s

(3.2.4)

Transformation of this equation to cylindrical coordinates results

in
3Fs(o,o,e) 1 1

u (b,8,z)
8TrE

{(02
(z

-
02)/ 2 (b2 (z 02)/ 2

2ez

(b2 + (z + e)2)/2

b2 cos20 [

1 1

(b2 (z
- e)2)/2 (b2 (z e)2)/2

6cz
]}

(b2 + (z + e)2)/2

(3.2.5)
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Due to the singularity that exists at the point of loading (o,o,e),

a weighted average of the deflection in the x direction for a pile of

radius B is necessary. The weighted average with respect to the x

axis is defined as

ff/2

U
s
(B,z) = f

B
u (B4O,z)dx = f ux (B4O,z) cos 8d8

o0 x

(3.2.6)

The Mindlin equation for a pile of radius B reduces to

u
s
(B,z)

in which

=

3F (o,o,e)
s

1.3*

1

(B2 +

(B2 +

1,33

1

1J3

2
811E

s

J
1

J
2

=

,

2 2

1/2

(z
-

e)2)

1/2

(z e)2)

2

(3.2.7)

Penzien et. al. [1964] analyzed this equation by replacing the

concentrated load F
s
with a distributed load from e + A to e - A, where

e is the midheight of the total pile length and A is an incremental

adjustment. Their results supported the use of the Winkler hypothesis.

For ratios of //e = 0.08, the displacements were found to decay

exponentially in both the vertical and horizontal directions. On the

other hand, the ratios of Ai; = 1.0 produced displacements that were

nearly constant in the vertical direction. Two major conclusions were

drawn from these observations: (1) the displacement of the point along

the direction of loading is produced primarily by the loading in the
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immediate vicinity of the point being considered, and (2) the vertical

position of the point in the half-space does not greatly influence its

displacement. Employing these observations, a uniform load may be

applied such that the Winkler subgrade soil modulus Ks may be determined

as a function of unit depth by the following

F'

Ks (z) =
u
s
(B,z)

avg.

(3.2.8)

in which F' is the unit uniform load and u
s
(B,z)

avg.
the average

horizontal displacement of the unit length of pile. In terms of the

total pile length 2, and the pile radius of B, the linear Winkler

spring constant per unit length may be given as

K
s 3
(z)

87r,

s
+ sinE1 zisinhA

-

2 B29. - 2B2z + 9,z2 + z3 -2B2z + z3_ 2r z -

3B2 (B2 + (2, + z)2/2 (B2 +
1/

z2ii 2 (B2 + - z)2),

4 B2z + z2 + z3
-

z2) ]
3

[
2

3/

B2z + z3
]11

(B2 (B + + z)2)/2 (B2 A. z2)/2

(3.2.9)

In this form of the reduced Mindlin equation for the unit depth

Winkler foundation modulus, the only soil strength parameter required

is the Young's modulus E
s

. Since the soil displacement varies exponential-

ly, the Young's modulus may vary slowly with depth z. From previous as-

sumptions, the Young's modulus for soil may be determined from laboratory

experiments of the soil shear modulus Gs by

Es (z) = 2(1 + v)Gs(z) (3.2.10)
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The soil shear modulus G
s
(z) may be determined from experimental

laboratory tests of in-situ sample borings. The analysis for the

determination of the soil shear modulus is obtained by static methods.

Thiers and Seed [1968] performed tests to compare the dynamic effects

on the laboratory static soil shear modulus values. Their results

show that the application of cyclic strains of all amplitudes tested

reduced the static shear modulus of clay type soils by approximately

20 percent for a secant modulus of one percent strain. Accordingly,

a 20 percent reduction factor shall be employed in an attempt to

adjust the static shear modulus to a dynamic analysis in the deter-

mination of the Winkler horizontal subgrade modulus. These Winkler

foundation springs are represented by massless members of linear

stiffness and incorporated directly into the structural stiffness

characteristics of the idealized model.

3.3 Equations of Motion for the Idealized Structural Model

The basis for the dynamic equations of motion for any dynamic

system is Newton's second law of motion which states that the rate

of change of momentum with respect to time for a mass "M" is equal

to the force acting on it. This relationship may be represented by

d'Alembert's principle which shows that the mass develops an inertia

force proportional to and opposing its acceleration. The structural

equations of motion may be formulated by equations of dynamic equilib-

rium which may be written as

FT (t) M.3 u.(t) = 0

J

(3.3.1)
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where the over dots represent differentiations with respect to time

ofthedisplacementu.in the x direction. The term FT (t) may be

3

considered as the total sum of forces which act upon the mass, M..

These forces consist of (1) elastic constraints which oppose dis-

placements, (2) viscous damping effects which oppose velocities, and

(3) externally applied loads.

The motion of the system may be defined by the displacements at

discrete points on the structure. These points correspond to the

nodal point locations on the idealized structural model as presented

in section 3.1. The larger the number of displacement components or

degrees of freedom the better the approximation to the true dynamic

response and the greater the computational difficulty and expense.

By considering only dominant responses, the degrees of freedom can be

reduced and, therefore, the number of elements in the equations of

motion may be reduced accordingly. Analysis of the structural response

in the more compliant direction accomplishes this reduction in the

number of degrees of freedom.

The mass properties of the structure are modeled to be concentrated

at the nodal point locations. This procedure results in a lumped-mass

matrix which has the following diagonal form:

r Mj

M1 0 0

0 M2 . 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 .. M.

(3.3.2)
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where "J" is the total number of nodal points with a translational

degree of freedom. The mass matrix is diagonal because an accelera-

tion of the mass point produces an inertia force only at that point.

Since the mass is lumped at discrete points along the structure, there

is no rotational inertia associated with the rotational degree of free-

dom.

The elastic forces may be represented by the stiffness influence

coefficient matrix [K.,3K ]. The stiffness associated with any nodal point

location is in general dependent upon the displacement components intro-

duced at all nodal points on the structure. In matrix form, the complete

set of stiffness influence coefficients may be shown as

K
11

K
12

... K
lk

[Kjk] =
K
21

K
22

K
2k (3.3.3)

... COO 000 OGG

K.
J

K.
3z

K

The stiffness influence coefficient Kik corresponds to the force intro-

duced at the nodal point "j" due to a unit displacement at the nodal

point "k".

Similarily, the viscous damping forces of the structure may be

expressed by means of damping influence coefficients, which in general

are also dependent on the velocity components at all nodal point loca-

tions. The time rate of change of the structural displacements uj is

representedasvelocitybyu..The damping influence coefficient C3K .,

corresponds to the force at nodal point "j" due to a unit velocity at
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nodal point "k". The complete set of interacting damping coefficients

may be represented by the following damping matrix:

[CJ k]

C
11

C
12

... C
lk

C
21

C
22

... C
2k

0 0 0 0 0 0

C. . ... .

31
C
j2

Cjk

(3.3.4)

Substitution of the influence coefficient matrices into the dynamic

equilibrium equation gives "k" dependent equations of motion shown as

rmi j {uk} [C k] {u} [Kik] {uk} =
Ek

(t)}

(3.3.5)

The mass, stiffness and damping matrices are all square matrices. The

column matrices of {uk}, {uk} and {u
k
} represent the time varying nodal

point displacements, velocities and accelerations of the structure in

the global x direction. The column matrix of {FE (t)} represents the
k

externally applied load at the nodal point location "k", which is a

time varying forcing function caused by wave motion.

3.4 Surface Wave Forcing Function

The forces produced on an offshore structure by surface waves

vary both in time and space. The hydrodynamic force at a specific

location on the structure may be represented by an inertia and drag

term according to the Morison formulation. The inertia component

consists of the "virtual mass" of the fluid which results from the

acceleration of the fluid at that particular spatial location. The
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virtual mass consists of two parts: (1) the fluid body mass due to

the volume of water displaced by the structural member, and (2) the

"added mass" effect. The added mass is associated with the kinetic

energy induced in an ideal fluid flow by an accelerating body shape.

The drag term is caused by pressure differentials across the cross-

section of the member. The combination of the inertia and drag force

into a hydrodynamic forcing function applied at a nodal point on a

rigid circular cylinder may be specified by the use of the Morison

equation. The equation as developed by Morison, O'Brien, Johnson and

Schaef [1950] may be specified as

where

PFE (t) = CIPT&kvk + CDvkJvkJ

Cl = empirical interia coefficient

k
= structural volume at the k
nodal point elevation

th

v
k

= fluid acceleration at the k
th

nodal point elevation

C
D

= empirical drag coefficient

(3.4.1)

A
k

= structural cross sectional area
at the kth nodal point elevation

v
k

= fluid velocity at the k
th

nodal
point elevation

p = density of the fluid

The symbol Ivkl means the absolute value of the velocity term is to be

used.

The accuracy of the Morison equation depends on the choice of

the empirical inertia and drag coefficients CT and CD. Prototype
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and laboratory tests for rigid and oscillatory cylinders have yielded

probable ranges for these empirical coefficients (see, for comparison,

Dean and Harleman [1966]). The possible range of the inertia coefficients

have been found to vary from 2.3 to 0.9 and for the drag coefficients from

1.6 to 0.4. Analysis of these empirical coefficients for structures in-

cluding wave-structure interaction with a linearized drag term has not

been developed. Previous investigators have arbitrarily selected these

empirical coefficients to be CI = 2.0 and CD = 1.4. A method to select

approximate spectral Morison coefficients which include wave-structure

interaction and equivalently linearized drag terms will be attempted.

The spectral value for the inertia coefficient will be based on

potential flow considerations for an ideal fluid, Lamb [1932]. The

inertia force consists of a fluid body mass and an added mass term.

For a cylindrical shape of circular cross section the added mass term

has been calculated to be equal to the fluid body, mass. A linear

summation of the inertial forces due to the fluid body mass and the

added mass gives a value of CI = 2.0.

The drag coefficient shall be determined by fitting the theoretical

spectral forces to the measured spectral forces by a trial and error

procedure. Experimentation with varying values of CD will be performed

until the frequency distribution near the peak frequency interval of

the measured forces is adequately approximated by the theoretical force

spectrum. Forces due to eddy shedding have also been included in this

method of determining the resultant empirical coefficients of the

Morison equation (Dean and Aagaard [1970]).
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The Morison equation was developed from the Froude-Kriloff

hypothesis which states that the structure does not measurably affect

the pressure field of the surrounding wave system. The hydrodynamics

used in the Morison equation may then be determined at the center of

the circular cylinder as though the cylinder were not present. The

wave hydrodynamics may be derived from a number of wave theories. The

choice of the empirical coefficients is related to the selection of

the wave theory used to compute the wave hydrodynamics. Since our

statistical analysis requires a linear process, linear wave theory

shall be employed to compute the wave input parameters of the Morison

equation. If the structural deflections are small compared to the

wave length, the wave hydrodynamics may be computed at the center of

the cylinder in its undeflected position.

Malhotra and Penzien [1969] introduced the importance of wave-

structure interaction into the kinematics involved in the Morison

equation. In dynamic analysis, the movement of the structure may have

significant influence on the hydrodynamic forcing function. This is

introduced through the inclusion of the structural accelerations and

velocities in the wave induced fluid accelerations and velocities

of the Morison equation. In the following dynamic analysis, the

static Morison equation is modified to adjust for these relative

movements. Chakrabarti [1971] corrected the inertia term used by

Malhotra and Penzien to reflect that the added mass effect is determined

by relative acceleration while the body mass is found directly from

the fluid acceleration. The inclusion of wave-structure interaction

results in the following modified dynamic Morison equation:
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FE (t) = (CI 1)0k(vk uk) +

cci2`k(lrk Lk)I(vk uk)1

p4i
k
v
k

(3.4.2)

in which uk and uk are the structural acceleration and velocity at

the k
th

position. The wave hydrodynamics may be selected at the

undeflected position of the structure. This assumption may be

justified by the fact that the instantaneous deflected position of

the structure is small relative to the wave lengths of the surface

waves. The modified Morison equation posses an inertia term linearly

related to wave acceleration and a drag term which is nonlinear with

respect to wave velocity. This nonlinear drag term introduces additional

difficulty in the calculation of the statistical response by use of the

linear nondeterministic dynamic analysis approach.

3.5 Equivalent Linearization of Hydrodynamic Drag

The nonlinear hydrodynamic forcing function was investigated by

Foster [1970]. In the development of his model, an equivalently

linearized drag term was employed by use of a method introduced by

Krylov and Bogliuibov. The result of this method is to replace the

nonlinear coupled equations of motion with equivalently linearized

equations. The derivation of this equivalent linearization technique

follows with the equations of motion represented in matrix form. The

subscripts "j" and "k" shall be used to reference a particular nodal

point location on the idealized structure.
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Substitution of the hydrodynamic forcing function including wave-

structure interaction Eq. (3.4.2) into the discrete equations of motion

Eq. (3.3.5) results in,

(MU {u} + [C] {u} + [K] {u} = (CI - WOO {v - u}

[pub (CD) [lk] { u) u) 11

(3.5.1)

in which the column matrix notation of the structural displacement

and wave particle hydrodynamics reveal their dependence on their

spatial position. Let the relative motion terms be replaced by {r}

= {v u} with their corresponding derivatives so that the equations

of motion become,

+ (CI - 1)01] + [C] {r} + rCD2A3 {r1r1} +

[K] {r} = r4 - oVJ {v} + [C] {v} + [K] {v}
(3.5.2)

Replacing the nonlinear drag matrix by a linear drag matrix [Q and

combining the structural damping matrix [C] and the linear drag matrix

[Ca into one optimized matrix [C] results in

and

tQ = pcp,,I { IrI}

[C] [C

It is important to note here that the drag matrix is diagonal and thus

the linearized drag elements are added only to the diagonal elements

of the full structural damping matrix. The introduction of a linear

term for the replacement of the nonlinear drag term results in an error
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matrix { 1' } such that

{r } = [C] A+ r CDC j 61;.11 [C] {r}

(3.5.5)

Replacement of the nonlinear term with a linear term and introduction

of the error matrix which is involved with this substitution results in the

following equations of motion:

r M (C1 1)0/ j {r} + [C] {r} + [K] {r} + r } =

r M -0j {v} + [C] 6/1 + [K] {v} (3.5.6)

To equivalently linearize the drag terms, the error vector intro-

duced into the equations of motion must be minimized in the time average

mean square sense. Taking the time average of the partial derivative of

this error squared with respect to the optimized damping values C.. and
33

setting the results equal to zero gives

a r. 2
2<{(C., - E.)1°. + C = 0

JJ 33 3 Dz ) )
Cji

(3.5.7)

The subscript "j" represents the matrix diagonal nodal point "j" which

is contained within the hydrodynamic region. Solving for the optimized

term C.. gives,

C.
3) 3

= C.
)

+ CD 24 .
2

(3.5.8)
>

3

The terms C.. of the optimized matrix define a true minimum because the
))

second partial derivative is always greater than zero; i.e.,

a2

24.2> > 0
3

33

(3.5.9)



The optimized damping matrix in the hydrodynamic region is given by

and elsewhere by

C. for j / k

C.
3k

,k

Cfor j =k

Cjk
3

= C.
k

for all j and k

(3.5.10)

(3.5.11)
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As presented in Chapter 2.2, the hydrodynamic forcing function

may be described as a zero-mean Gaussian process. The resulting response

of the linearized relative motion system described by Eq. (3.5.6) must

also be zero-mean Gaussian. Since the optimized damping matrix is selected

to minimize the error associated with the replacement of a nonlinear drag

term with a linear one, the error matrix may be dropped from the equations

of motion resulting in

NA (C1 1)0J {1:} [C] {r} [K] {r) =

DA 0/J {v} + [C] {v} + [K] {v}

(3.5.12)

The relative velocity response of the linear system for the zero-

mean Gaussian process may have its probability density function des-

cribed by a normal distribution shown as

1 1 -r 2
.

P(10 exp( 3 ) (3.5.13)

/TYT a* 2c
r.r.

)

r.r.

in which a; is the variance of the relative velocity. For an ergodic
r.r.
3

stationary process, the variance is determined from the time average of

the velocity squared shown by the expectation operator as

<;-.2> a?
r)

)

.

.r.
(3.5.14)



The term <1.°
J

. 21r I> may be determined by the same principle from

1

<r.21r.
J

l> = E[r.2Ir.1] 11°11°lexp( )&1..
3 3

77277.T a- 3 3 2a? .

r.r. r.r.
J J 3 J

r.r.
7 3 J

(3.5.15)
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(see Appendix C for details of the integration). Substitution into the

optimized damping term of Eq. (3.5.8) and the linearized drag term of Eq.

(3.5.3) for nodal points within the hydrodynamic region results in

and

= C. + C a.
3j jj D 2 j r.r.

7 J

= C iT3- a.
jj D 2 j r.r.

7 3 J

(3.5.16)

(3.5.17)

A cyclic solution process is required in order to obtain values of

the standard deviation of the relative velocity which are required to

linearize the hydrodynamic drag term. The equivalent linearization pro-

cess assumes that the convergence of the iterative solution procedure for

the damping force monotonically increases as a function of the relative

velocity-Thus,ifinthepreviousiterationcYclethevalueofC..J3 under-

estimates the standard deviation of the relative

will over-

J3
estimatethemagnitudeofthetrueC...l'he cycle should continue until

a desired degree of accuracy is acheived. Thus for all the diagonal ele-

ments of the optimized damping matrix [C] in the hydrodynamic region the

th
condition for convergence of the i cycle is shown as

" i + 1 7---- i
C.. = Cj .. + C A.v 8 cr. l C..
33 j D j2 r.r. jj

7 J 3

(3.5.18)
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Since the nonlinear drag term has now become equivalently linearized

through the iterative cyclic solution to the standard deviation of the

relative velocity, the notation for the relative motion may be dropped

from the equations of motion. After separating the structural and hydro-

dynamic kinematics, Eq. (3.5.12) results in

tIM + (C1 1)0] {u} + [C] {u} + [K] {u} = rCIOJ {v} + CE) {;r}

(3.5.19)

The equations of motion for the wave-structure-soil system are now re-

presented by a set of coupled linear ordinary differential equations.

These equations are coupled due to the off-diagonal terms in the damping

and stiffness matrices.

3.6 Mode-Superposition Solution Technique

The purpose of employing the mode-superposition procedure is to

transform the set of "J" coupled linear equations of motion for a multi-

degree of freedom system into "N" independent equations. "J" is the

total number of nodal points with x translational degrees of freedom and

"N" the number of natural frequencies. This is accomplished by the as-

sumption that the response of the structure may be represented by the

summation of the modal response components for each free-vibration mode.

The free vibration modal components are expressed through the modal

shapes which constitute "N" independent displacement patterns. The

modal shapes represent ratios of amplitudes used as generalized co-

ordinates to express the final structural displacement configuration.

The modal component displacement ujn for the "n
th

" natural mode is thus
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representedbythemodeshapevector.multiplied by the modal ampli-
4)3n

tude response Yn.

u.
3

= Y
n 3n n

(3.6.1)

The sum of these natural modal components thus leads to the final struc-

tural displacement in the original geometric coordinates,

or in matrix notation as

N

u. = E cp. Y
3 n = 1 3n n

(3.6.2)

{u} = [4)] {Y} (3.6.3)

The modal shape vector 153.n is obtained for the n
th

mode by use of

the natural frequency wn, in the eigen vector solution of the undamped

homogeneous equation of motion. A summary of the procedure for deter-

mining the natural frequencies and their corresponding modal shape

matrices is presented in Appendix A. The modal shapes do not vary in

time and thus the representation of the time derivatives of the struc-

tural displacements by the normal coordinates may be given as

and (3.6.4)

.

{u} = p)] {y}

Substitution of these normal coordinate expressions into the equations

of motion for the wave-structure system, Eq. (3.5.19) leads to

r4 (C1 - upvj [c] [C] [(11 {Y} [K] [4)] {Y} =

NIA] fvl + NJ {v} (3.6.5)
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The equations of motion are now represented by a set of coupled

equations in normal coordinates. These equations may be uncoupled

through the use of the orthogonality conditions. Due to the modal

shape orthogonality properties, all coupling between natural modes in

the mass and stiffness matrices will vanish. This is shown by the

condition

4)3. M3.3 . = 0
m 3n

and for m n

4). K3. 4) = 0
3m k kn

(3.6.6)

The proof of these orthogonality conditions is also presented in

Appendix A. Premultiplying Eq. (3.6.5) by the transpose of the modal

shape matrix, [(I)]

T
leads to the generalized equations of motion, which

may be written as the following expression

pej {y} [Co] {Y} riol {y} {Fg(t)}

where

(3.6.7)

[M*J= [(1)]T [M + (C1 1)0/] [(I)] = generalized mass matrix

[Co] = [(1)]T [C] [1)] = coupled optimized damping matrix

[4]T [K] [I)] = generalized stiffness matrix

{F*(t)} = [(I)]

T
(E-C Olj {v} + {v}) = generalized hydrodynamic forcing

function

The damping matrix [Co] is coupled between natural modes because

of the optimization procedure which modified the diagonal terms of the

damping matrix in the hydrodynamic region to account for wave-structure
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interaction effects by the inclusion of linearized drag terms. The

original structural damping matrix [C] was obtained by the assumption

of a Rayleigh type of damping and the use of an orthogonal damping

matrix (see Appendix B). To uncouple the modal damping coefficients,

the coupled damping matrix [Co] is replaced by an uncoupled one DC*J.

The error matrix {E} resulting from this substitution is introduced

into the generalized equations of motion. The diagonalized damping

matrix is shown by

rC*J {Y} + {E} = [Co] 61 (3.6.8)

Again using the method of equivalent optimization, a diagonal damping

matrix may replace a coupled damping matrix by minimizing the mean

square error term
n
E2
m

which is introduced over all time; i.e.,

N

nm>

DC*
mn

. <2(n E 1 Co Yn Cil'unYm)(-Ym)> = 0

mn

Solving for C;Icim results in

N
<Y Y >

C* = C
o

+ E
Co

m

mm .2
mm n = 1 o

<y >
n # m m

(3.6.9)

(3.6.10)

The replacement process of [C*] is cyclic as a convergence must be met

between the ith and ith + 1 interactions over all natural modes, such

that

C*
i + 1 i

N <YnYm>CCo + * . *
mm

= C
n

E
Co
C

1 <Y >
:-.!

mm
mm mn m

n # m
(3.6.11)
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Once the damping matrix is equivalently diagonalized the generalized

equations of motion, Eq. (3.6.7) become uncoupled between natural modes.

Thus the modal response for the n
th

mode of natural vibration may be

determined from the following equation:

M* Y C* Y + K* = F* (t)nn nn n
Y
n E

n
(3.6.12)

Dividing through by the generalized mass matrix and employing the

definition of the undamped natural frequency, the equations of motion

for the n
th

mode become

E

Y
n

+
n

w
n n

w2 y
n

_ n
n

where n is the modal damping ratio shown as

C*
n

n
M*2w
n n

M*
n

(t)
(3.6.13)

(3.6.14)

The resulting "N" independent linear euqations of motion may be

solved for the modal component response in the time domain by the

general response expression, given by the Duhamel integral as

Or

where

1
Y
n
(t) =

M*w -co E
f
t

F* (T) expf-
n
w
n
(t T)1 sin w

Dn
(t T)dT

n D n
n

(3.6.15)

Yn(t) = (T)h(t T)dT

w
D

= w
n
V 1 - 2 = damped circular frequency

n
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The function h(t T) is known as the unit-impulse response function

for damped systems and may be represented as

h(t - T) = exp{-
n
w
n
(t - T)} sin w

Dn
(t - T)M*w

1

Dn

(3.6.16)

Having solved the generalized normal coordinates by the use of

the Duhamel or convolution integral Eq. (3.6.15), the geometric struc-

tural displacements {u} may be computed from the summation of these

modal component responses over the number of natural frequencies Eq.

(3.6.2). The solution obtained in the time domain can be quite lengthly

and time consuming. Thus the analysis shall be transformed into the

frequency domain in order to expedite the solution process.
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4.0 RESPONSE STATISTICS OF THE LINEAR UNCOUPLED SYSTEM

A nondeterministic dynamic response requires the use of statistical

analysis. Since the input process (i.e., the wave energy density spec-

trum) was assumed to be zero mean, stationary, ergodic and Gaussian, the

output response of the linearized system must also contain these same

statistical characteristics. All the statistical information of the

structural displacement, or any other linearly related output process,

may be obtained completely through the autocovariance function.

4.1 Frequency-Domain Response of Structural Equations of Motion

In the time domain, the autocovariance function for the generalized

normal coordinates of the m
th

and n
th

natural modes may be given as

Ry (T) = <Y
m
(t) Y

n
(t + T)>

m n
(4.1.1)

where the variance for a stationary, zero mean process may be determined

by

,rY
= Ry Y(0) = <Yin(t) Yn(t)>

m n m n

Substitution of the expressions for the normal coordinate solution given

by Eq. (3.6.11) into Eq. (4.1.1) yields the following autocovariance

function for the generalized coordinates between natural modes m and no

Ry (T) = <
t t + T

F*
E (e1)FE - 01)hn(t + T - 02)deld02

m n
(4.1.2)

in which 01 and e2 are dummy time variables. Since both of the unit

impulse response functions hm(t - el) and hn(t + T - 02) are damped for
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stable systems, the limits of the integral may be changed to extend

from -co to +co (see, for comparison, Malhotra and Penzien [1969]). Intro-

ducing this change in limits and a change in the dummy time variables

from (t - el) to 01 and from (t + T - 02) to 02 results in

00 00

Ry (T) = RF* (T - 02 + 01)hm(01)hn(02)d01d02

m n Em En

(4.1.3)

Taking the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function given by

Eq. (4.1.3), the power spectral density for the normalized modal co-

ordinates may be given by

S-
Y 27 Y Y(w) =

1
f R_ (T) exp(-iwT)di (4.1.4)

m n m n

Substituting Eq. (4.1.3) into Eq. (4.1.4) and interchanging the

order of intergration results in

1 03

Y Y
(w) =

27 -
exp(-iwr)dT

-co -co
I f

COC

h
m
(01)h

n
(02) RF* F* (T 02 + 00d01d02

m n E E
m n

(4.1.5)

The Fourier transform of the unit impulse response function is the

complex frequency response function which for the response in the "m
th

"

natural mode may be given by

1 co

Hm(w) = hm(T) eXp (- iWT)dT

or in terms of the generalized matrices by

1
H(w)

M* (112 w2 2iE 01)

m m m m

(4.1.6)
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m m

C*
m
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The cross-covariance between natural modes of the linearized wave

forces incident on the structure may be represented as

R
F*

(T) = <F*
E

(t)F*
E

(t + T)>,

m nEm n

(4.1.7)

in which the wave force F*
E

(t) may be expressed in generalized co-
m

ordinates by Eq. (3.6.8) as

J'

F*
E

(t) = E (C 04.v. + C.v.)

m ) = )111 I
)

3 ) J

(4.1.8)

in which j and k represent the first nodal points located in the hydro-

dynamic region and J and K the last nodal points within the wave forcing

region. In order to simplify the notation, let CI = CI pVi. Thus,

the cross-covariance of the wave forces represented by the equivalently

linearized modified Morison equation may be expressed as

J' K'
T T

FE
R

FE * *
(T) = j.

, cp). (C C R- (1-) +

n

= ) k = k m kn I. I v.v

m
)k)k

CI. R-
.v

(T) + R (T) + R (T))
I. k v ] I .v k v.v
) k k

v
k ) k

(4.1.9)

The Fourier transform of this cross-covariance function yields the fre-

quency representation of the power spectral density for the generalized
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wave forces; i.e.,

J- K'

* FE *
(w)

AT T
S
FE j = j' k k'

m n
knk (w)

c s- (w) S' (w) + S' ° (w))
Ij k vjvk j k v.vj Ik vjvk

k

(4.1.10)

Substitution of the Fourier transforms pairs for the frequency response

function Eq. (4.1.6) and for the power spectral density forcing

function Eq. (4.1.10) into Eq. (4.1.5) results in the spectral density

of the generalized modal response.

S .
.

(w) = (w)H (w) SF* (w) (4.1.11)

mn n m F* F*
E Em n

in which 17 (w) is the complex conjugate of Hn
(w).

Upon computation of the spectral response of the generalized co-

ordinates between modes m and n, the spectrum of the structural dis-

placements {u} may be obtained from the mode superposition transformation

given by Eq. (3.6.1). Thus, the power spectral density of the structural

displacement j may be determined from

M N

S
u.u.

(w) = E E O. (1)3. (w)H (w)S
F* FE *

(w)
m = 1 n = 3m n m n

E
3 3 m n

(4.1.12)

Substitution of the cross position hydrodynamic spectral densities given

by Eqs. (2.5.7), (2.5.10), (2.5.11) and (2.5.12) into the generalized

spectral density force equation, Eq. (4.1.10), results in the determina-

tion of the spectral density of the structural displacements from the
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original input process of the wave energy density spectrum. The only

statistic required to completely describe the zero mean Gaussian process

of the structural displacements is the variance which may be determined

from the covariance function according to

au.u.2 = R
u.u.

(0) = of
co

S
uu.(w)dw

(4.1.13)

J J J J

4.2 Parameters for Optimization of the Drag and Damping Coefficients

The linearization of the Morison equation which includes wave-

structure interaction, Eq. (3.4.2), requires that the nonlinear drag

term be replaced with an equivalent linear drag term in the wave forcing

function (see Chapter 3.5). The linearization in the time average mean

square sense is given by Eq. (3.5.16) for {C} and Eq. (3.5.17) for {T}.

Since the relative velocity was linearly determined by the difference

between the hydrodynamic velocity and the structural velocity and both

were assumed to be zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian processes; the relative

velocity must also contain these same statistical properties. Thus the

autocovariance function may again be employed to compute the variance and

thus completely describe the invariant statistics of the relative velocity.

The relative velocity for position j within the hydrodynamic region is

given as

r. (t) = v.(t) - u. (t) (4.2.1)

Forming the autocovariance function of the relative velocity results in

. .

12(T)=<(v.(t)-u.(t)) (v. (t + T.) - u.(t + T))>
r.r. J J J J
J J

(4.2.2)
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Or in terms of the hydrodynamic and structural velocity autocovariance

functions as

Rr.r. " (T) = Rv.v.° (T) + Ru.u.° (T) - (Rv.u. (T) + Ru.v. (T))

) ) J ) 3

(4.2.3)

The structural velocity terms may be computed by differentiation with

respect to T of the autocovariance function of the structural displace-

ments (see, for comparison, Papoulis [1965]);

R (T)
u.u.

)

3

aT2
(4.2.4)

Similar differentiation of the cross-covariance function of the struc-

tural displacement and hydrodynamic velocity leads to

R (T) -
u.v.
3 3

-DR
u.v.

ar

(4.2.5)

The cross-covariance of the structural displacement and hydrodynamic

velocity is given by

N

11u.v. ---<(n
-
E

1
.)-YetM lf-(t + T))>3n n

3 3

N

= <(n 1 (P)n
t
hn(e)q (t - Ode)(vi(t + T))>

n

(4.2.6)

Substitution of the expression for the generalized hydrodynamic forcing

function, q , given by Eq. (4.1.8) and differentiating with respect to

T results in

N K'
co

11'

3

= E E .4). 4)

T
I h (0) (C R- (T + 0) + UkR; ;.(T + ende

u.v. n - 1 k = k 3n kn -=, n I v v.
3 k 3 k 3

(4.2.7)



Fourier transforming the linearization parameters given by the

covariance equations (4.2.3), (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), results in their

spectral density representations in the frequency domain. These are

given by

S (w)
r.r.
3 3

= S (w)
v.v.
3 3

+ S (w) -
u.u.
3 3

(S (w) + S (w))
v.u. u.v.
3 3 3 3

in which

S. (w) = w2S
u.u.

(w)
u.u.
3 3 3 3

Su.v. (w) = u. (w)
v.

3 3 3 3

S. (w) = -iwS'
.u.

(w)
v.u. v
3 3 3

(4.2.8)
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The cross spectral density S; (w) is the complex conjugate of Su ;" (w).

i i i i

The calculation of 5 (w) is given by Eq. (2.5.7) and S is deter-
v.v. u.u.
3 3 3 3

mined by Eq. (4.1.12). The cross spectral density of structural dis-

placement and hydrodynamic velocity may be determined by the Fourier

transform of the cross-covariance function shown in Eq. (4.2.6) such that

n kn n
T

Su: (w)(C1

k

s

k j

(w)(w) n 1 k = 3=

)

+ S (w))
k v .

k
v

(4.2.9)

Thus all requisite information may be determined to find the spectral

density of the relative velocity and the variance of the relative

velocity by the integration of this spectral density over all frequencies
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aZ = R. . (0) = ofThi1,0(w)dw (4.2.10)
r.r. r.r.
3 3 3 3 3 J
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As each cycle concludes, a new spectral density for structural displace-

ments is found. Through integration of Eq. (4.2.10) a new relative

velocity variance and standard deviation is determined and in turn a

new equivalently linearized drag term for the next iteration cycle.

The second optimization parameter involved in the iteration process

is employed to uncouple the generalized damping terms between natural

modes. This is accomplished by minimizing the error introduced in the

average mean square sense over time as shown by Eq. (3.6.11). The diago-

nalization of the generalized damping matrix is thus obtained from the

covariance function of the velocity of the generalized normal coordinates.

This may be obtained by differentiating twice the normal coordinate co-

variance function with respect to T.; i.e.,

a2p
"Y
m
Y
n

RY7

(r) =

mYn

(4.2.11)

in which R. is given by Eq. (4.1.3). In the frequency domain, the

m n

normal coordinate velocity spectrum may be obtained by taking the Fourier

transform of Eq. (4.2.11) ; i.e.,

Y
SY (w) = w2S

YYmn
m n

(4.2.12)

in which S YY(w) is given by Eq. (4.1.11). Thus, the iteration para-

mn
meters required for diagonalization of the generalized damping matrix
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may be determined by the integration of the following spectral densities:

and

<17
m n

>
R;

(0) ofmw2SYY(w)dw
m n m n

2

aY
m
Y
n

for m n (4.2.13)

<17
m
y
m
> R

Y
(0) = of w2S

Y Y
(w)dw

m m m m

2
cr
Y Y
m m

for m = m (4.2.13)

The relative amount of coupling between the natural modes will depend

upon how many iteration cycles are required to meet a specified con-

vergence criteria. In other words, this determines the optimum un-

coupled modal damping coefficient that will best represent the actual

dissipation of energy over the same period of time.

This concludes the theoretical development of the stochastic re-

sponse of an offshore structure to simulated theoretical spectral wave

forces including the interaction effects between the structure and the

wave. Application of the invariant statistical properties to determine

the distribution of maximum responses by use of a probability theory

is presented in Section 4.4.

4.3 Stochastic Structural Response to Measured Wave Forces

The idealized structural response to measured wave forces will

employ the theoretical methods used in the previous development. The
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dynamic equilibrium equation will be developed to solve for the struc-

tural displacements. As shown in Chapter 3 by Eq. (3.3.5) this may be

represented as

[N1,1 {u} + [C] {u} + [K] {u} = w(t)} (4.3.1)

Here F
w

(t) corresponds to the lumped measured wave forces at the nth

nodal point position within the hydrodynamic region. It is important

to notice that all the terms on the left side of the equilibrium equa-

tion are only dependent on the structural characteristics and are in-

dependent of hydrodynamic interactions. Employing the method of mode-

superposition the natural vibration eigenvalues and eigenvectors may be

determined from the structural mass and stiffness matrix as shown in

Appendix A. The dynamic equilibrium equations of motion may be re-

presented in their generalized uncoupled form as a result of the or-

thogonality conditions by the following:

{Y} tC1 {Y} rK {Y} = [I]T [Fw(t)]

(4.3.2)

where denotes the analysis to measured wave forces

= [(I)]

T
rMQ [(DJ = generalized mass matrix

riEj [i]T [C] [i] = generalized damping matrix

rKJ [i]T [K] = generalized stiffness matrix

The modal shape matrix [t] represents the eigenvector solution to the

free vibration of the structure in air. The mass and stiffness matrices

are diagonalized due to the orthogonality conditions between modes. The
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damping matrix is also uncoupled due to the orthogonality conditions if

a Rayleigh type damping is assumed (Penzien and Clough [1975]). Deriva-

tion of the orthogonal damping matrix for a structure vibrating in air

is presented in Appendix B.

The statistical dynamic response may then be determined by an

approach similar to that presented in Chapter 4.1. Forming the auto-

covariance function of the structural displacement and taking its Fourier

transform, the spectral density of the structural displacements may be

represented as,

M N

S- E E Ci;. q). 171 (w)11 (w)S, ;-,,, (w)u.u.m= 1 1 3m 3nmnFr
J J

w wm n

(4.3.3)

The complex'frequency response function Hn(w) is given by

H
n
(w) =

1
(4.3.4)

M
n
(w2 w2 + 2iEww

n
)

n

in which w
n

is the n
th

mode of natural frequency for the structure

vibrating in air. The modal damping percent of critical is determined

by
C
_n_

n
(4.3.5)

The generalized measured force spectral density between natural modes

m and n is determined from the cross position measured force spectral

densities; i.e.,
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J' K'
T T

F*
(w) =

3
. E

3
E . (1)3. (15 S- (w)

= k = k m kn F Fw w w. wm n k

(4.3.6)

in which the summation subscripts j' and k' represent the first lumped

nodal positions within the hydrodynamic region and the superscripts J'

and K' represent the last nodal positions in the hydrodynamic region.

The determination of the values of the cross position measured force

spectral density,
l

(w), is from the Fourier transform of the
w. w.
J J

cross position covariance function of the measured forces (see Chapter

5.3).

4.4 Peak Value Statistics

The analysis of an offshore structure has been treated in a statis-

tical sense. The assumptions of Chapter 2.2 have characterized the wave

force input function as a zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian process. Since

the dynamic analysis was performed with only linear relationships, the

response process must also be zero-mean, stationary, and Gaussian. The

design is concerned with the probability distribution of these structural

responses and, in particular, with the most probable maximum values of the

displacements, shears and moments. The variance a2 given by Eq. (4.1.13)
uu

provides all the information necessary to describe the probability density

function for a normal distribution of the structural displacement. A

Gaussian distribution may be shown as

Pu(u)

1
1 u2

exp(--T-77-)
a ITIT a2
uu uu

(4.4.1)
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The distribution of the maximum response is often of more significant

importance in the critical design of a structure. The statistical distribu-

tion of the maxima of a random function was investigated by Cartwright and

Lonquet-Higgins [1956]. They investigated a Gaussian process which was

described as being "narrow-banded" and determined that the resulting dis-

tribution of the maxima was Rayleigh. A spectral bandwidth parameter was

derived to determine if within a Gaussian process the maxima are centrally

located about some given frequency interval. The Lonquet-Higgins band-

width parameter "c" which is a measure of this frequency interval was

defined in general as a measure of the root mean square width of the energy

spectrum which is given by:

e = [1 (4.4.2)

in which the spectral moments of a one-sided energy density spectrum are

computed from

m
n

= of w
n
S
uu

(w) dw (4.4.3)

By means of the spectral bandwidth parameter, the probability distribution

of the maximum structural displacement, u-, may be determined from

1 1 u'2
P(u-) = [E exp(-, )

a
4 a2

E17-7IT
uu uu

1/2 1

/ u- 0
(1 e)

e
(1 62) u

)
uu ex(_±,2)dv]2 exp0

a
(i72--

'
uu uu

(4.4.4)

As the Lonquet-Higgins bandwidth parameter approaches zero, (i.e., E 0)

the limiting case for a narrow banded energy density spectrum is assumed.
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For this case of an infinitely narrow spectrum, the maxima are given by

a Rayleigh distribution. The Rayleigh distribution may be obtained from

Eq. (4.4.4) in the limit as E 0; i.e.,

P(u-) =
'2

Qtr
2

1
exp(---

2
----) for u' > 0

u

Q2
uu uu

= 0 for u' < 0 (4.4.5)

Conversly, examining a very broad spectrum as c 4- 1.0, the distribution

of the maxima approaches a Gaussian distribution which is given by Eq.

(4.4.1). From the Lonquet-Higgins bandwidth parameter the appropriate

approximation for the distribution of the maximum structural displacements

may be chosen.

Vanmarke [1972] has also investigated the use of spectral parameters

to determine the maximum response characteristics of structures which are

subjected to random excitations. The spectral moments as defined by Eq.

(4.4.3) were employed to determine a spectral bandwidth parameter q. The

Vanmarke bandwidth parameter which describes the dispersion of the spectral

density function about its central frequency wi is defined by

m2 2
i

2
)q = (1

mom
(4.4.7)

where the central frequency wi may be interpreted as the distance of the

centroid of the spectral mass from the frequency origin and may be deter-

mined by

m11/2

wi (;7-6'
(4.4.8)
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An additional spectral parameter w2 is employed to define the radius of

gyration of the spectral densities S
uu

(w) about the frequency origin. The

parameter wi may be written as

M2
1
/2

()
MO

(4.4.9)

Both wf and w2 are proportional to the circular frequency. From these

parameters an approximate distribution of the maximum values of the

displacements may be determined. Vanmarke has shown that a Poisson distribu-

tion may be assumed for relatively large maximum values. That is when u' =

r'a as r' co, the distribution of the maxima u' takes the form
uu

P(r") = exp 4{2 S' exp(7----)}for r'>0
27

(4.4.10)

in which, S' is the duration of the maxima u' in time. For the narrow banded

process, i.e., q 0, Eq. (4.4.10) tends to be very conservative. A more im-

proved estimate for the maxima distribution was developed by Vanmarke when

the effect of the bandwidth measure q was taken into consideration. This re-

sulted in a probability distribution for u' during the time interval 0 to S'

as
wi

-r-2 1 exp (-- 7-27-rr cir ")

P(r') = P5 exp S' exp( ) }

27 1 - exp (- r'2/2)

(4.4.11)

in which, u' = r'auu and P5 is the value taken by P(u') at time S' = 0. The

value of P5 is dependent on the initial conditions and little accuracy is

lost by taking P5 = 1.0.

The Vanmarke q and Lonquet-Higgins c bandwidth parameters provide

additional spectral descriptors from which the results of the structural
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displacement spectrum may be analyzed. Employing a bandwidth parameter,

a duration for the maxima, and the variance of the process, an appropriate

probability distribution for the maximum values of interest may be deter-

mined. These bandwidth parameters may also be used as a measure to ap-

proximately fit general spectral shapes.
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5.0 MEASURED AND SIMULATED STOCHASTIC WAVE FORCES

Obtaining measurements of instantaneous water surface elevations and

the corresponding wave pressure forces which are incident on an actual

prototype structure is a difficult task. The process of obtaining some-

what accurate measurements in the open ocean involves a significant amount

of planning and expense. Due to the great investment required to obtain

such data, the information that is aquired is often held as proprietary.

After sufficient analysis, the collected data are sometimes made available

to the general public. During the period of 1960 to 1963 the Chevron Oil

Field Research Company, representing Standard Oil Company of California

and a few other participating oil companies and federal agencies, conducted

some basic wave force measurements on a prototype offshore platform located

in the Gulf of Mexico. Data from Wave Project II (WPII) were made available

to the general public in November of 1969 through the National Oceanographic

Data Center (N.O.D.C.). The data consist of approximately 76 minutes of

continuous records of the wave pressure forces and instantaneous water sur-

face profiles and related calibration constants. The WPII data were copied

on a magnetic tape compatible with an IBM 7074 system.

5.1 Wave Project II Data

The WPII data provided by the N.O.D.C. were recorded from September

9 to 10, 1961. During this time period Hurricane Carla had occurred and,

thus, these continuous wave records contain some of the highest waves and

most powerful forces collected during WPII. The typical wave heights

ranged from twenty to thirty feet with typical wave periods of eight to
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twelve seconds. The wave profile measurements were recorded by a wave

staff device, while the pressure forces were recorded by eight pressure

dynamometers located at various elevations on a single vertical leg of

the platform. The instrumentation and the installation of the recording

devices on the cylindrical platform leg have been reported by Thrasher

and Agaard [1969].

The raw data must be reduced to standard engineering units by means

of the recorded calibration constants and equations outlined by Blank

[1969]. The raw data were converted to water surface elevations in feet

and to wave pressure forces in pounds per square foot in both the x and

y component directions for the eight dynamometer positions. The orienta-

tion of the x and y axis to the platform configuration is shown in Figure

5.1. The reduced data consist of four data sections of continuous sea

surface elevations and dynamic pressure forces recorded at uneven digitized

time increments ranging from 0.12 to 0.24 seconds. The backside of the

pressure dynamometers were pressurized with nitrogen in an attempt to

balance the hydrostatic pressure force. Thus only the dynamic pressure

force, due to the wave action, was intended to be recorded.

In order to analyze the data by finite Fourier transform (FFT) methods,

it was necessary to redigitize the recorded data into even time increments

by linearly interpolating the data. The number of data points in the total

length of the data record must be given by 2 raised to an integer power;

i.e., 2n, in order that a FFT algorithm may be employed (see, for comparison,

Brigham [1971]). A summary of the four data sections and their correspond-

ing even time increments and number of discrete data points used in the

FFT analysis are shown in Table 5.1.



Orientation
N-21° 51'W Position of center

Latitude 28° 47' North

Global Longitude 90° 12' West
Y

Global

X

8 Wave dynamometers
on SW leg of platform

Wave staff

Figure 5.1 Platform Layout Wave Project II, Blank [1969].
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Wave Project II Data Sections

Data
Section

Date
of

Recording

Time
of

Recording
Length
(Minutes)

FFT Parameters
No. of Points At

LX (sec)

06885 9/09/61 2100 13.67 4096 0.20

06886-1 9/10/61 0000 15.01 4096 0.20

06886-2 9/10/61 0030 36.88 8192 0.20

06887 9/10/61 0300 11.00 4096 0.16

Table 5.1

The data were transformed into complex FFT coefficients by use of

the FFT algorithm NLOGN which is given by Robinson [1967]. The digitized

water surface elevations and pressure components in the x direction were

input into the real and imaginary parts of the FFT algorithm to reduce

the amount of core memory required in the computer. The complex FFT

coefficients that resulted were in a "stacked" form. To unstack these

complex FFT coefficients, the subroutine Fourier given by Vallasenor

[1968] was used. These unstacked complex FFT coefficients were then

multiplied by their complex conjugates and divided by the length of the

record squared to form the spectral amplitudes for a two-sided spectra.

In order to transform the spectral amplitudes from a two-sided spectrum,

with the limits of the integral from -co to +00, to a one-sided spectrum,

with the limits of the integral form 0 to +co, each spectral amplitude

must be doubled. These spectral amplitudes may be transformed to spectral

densities by dividing each amplitude by the differential frequency, Aw.

Thus, raw one-sided spectral densities may be computed from the unstacked



complex FFT amplitude coefficients by the following equation,

-s- 2(T(w)T*(w))

LX2tw

(5.1.2)
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in which T(w) is the complex unstacked FFT coefficient, LX is the number

of FFT data points, and Aw is given by 21r /LX-At.

In order to reduce the statistical variability of the wave energy

spectral estimates which is caused by the discrete sampling of a con-

tinuous process, a smoothing of these raw spectral densities is required.

Based on Borgman's [1972] Chi-square confidence interval analysis on

these same data, a box car type of smoothing over eight raw spectral

values was shown to be sufficient. Nine raw spectral densities were

chosen to be block averaged in order that the averaging would be sym-

metrical. The box car smoothing operation may be represented as

4 S (w + n)

S (w) = E nn (5.1.3)
n = -4

9

The degrees of freedom used to determine the x2 confidence intervals for

these smoothed spectral estimates have been shown by Borgman [p. 8-36,

1973] to be equal to twice the number of spectral estimates used in the

smoothing operation. Thus for the box car averaging of nine raw spectral

densities, eighteen degrees of freedom are involved. The X2 probability

distribution of the confidence interval percentiles for various degrees

of freedom have been tabulated in CRC Standard Math Tables [1972]. For

example, the confidence intervals for the actual spectral values not

to exceed the smoothed estimated spectral densities by ninety and ten

percent have been determined as the following:
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90% confidence interval

S
in

(w)
actual

10% confidence interval

s
nn actual

(w)

S (w)

nn 1.655 S ( w)

0.692 Sin (w)

(5.1.4)

(5.1.5)

0.604

S (w)

1.444

5.2 Best Least-Squares Fit Theoretical Wave Energy Density Spectra

The theoretical methods employed to develop a one-dimensional wave

energy spectrum were presented in Chapter 2.3. The two measured para-

meters which were selected to fit these theoretical representations in

the best least-squares sense to the actual measured wave energy density

spectra were the total energy content m0 and the peak frequency w0. The

total energy content was obtained by integrating the smoothed spectral

densities, given by Eq. (5.1.3)7over all frequencies. Obtaining the

peak frequency must be done in the best least-square sense as even the

smoothed data tends to be somewhat erratic and a sharp peak is not always

well defined. Hudspeth [1975] investigated these same data sections of

the WPII Hurricane Carla data and found the best least-square estimates

of the peak frequencies to vary from 0.485 to 0.520 radians per second

by employing a Taylor differential technique. A summary of the total

energy content and peak frequency for each data section is shown in

Table 5.2.
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Data
Section

Total Energy
ft2

Peak Frequency
rad/sec

06885 22.104 0.499

06886-1 28.573 0.519

06886-2 23.793 0.485

06887 28.436 0.520

Table 5.2

Employing the methods discussed in Chapter 2.3, the theoretical

Bretschneider and Scott wave energy density spectra may be determined

which best fit these measured WPII wave energy density spectra. Table

2.3 in Chapter 2.3 summarized the transformation parameters required to

perform this operation. The measured Bretschneider and Scott wave energy

density spectra for the four WPII data sections are shown in Figures

5.2 , 5.3 , 5.4 and 5.5 The important spectral moments and the

spectral bandwidth parameters for each of the spectral representations

are given on the following page in Table 5.3. These spectral parameters

were computed over the frequencies from 0 to 300(Aw) for data sections 06885,

06886-1 and 06887 and over the frequencies from o to 600 (Aw) for data

section 06886-2. The upper limit of the frequency range or the cut-off fre-

quency was chosen because of the minimal amount of energy content at the

higher frequencies.
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Spectrum

Spectral Moments
Bandwidth Parameters

m0 m
1

m
2 2

m
4 4 Lonquet- Van-

(Ft2) Ft2rRadIFt2rRadIFt2rRadl Higgins marke
'Sec' 'Sec' 'Sec'

Section 06885
Measured 22.10 15.4 2 12.86 16.23 0.54 0.16

Bretschneider 22.04 14.10 10.26 9.10 0.48 0.12

Scott 22.18 15.31 12.85 16.95 0.56 0.17

Section 06886-1
Measured 28.57 19.58 15.80 18.44 0.53 0.15

Bretschneider 28.48 18.92 14.26 13.33 0.47 0.12

Scott 28.66 20.34 17.3 8 23.23 0.55 0.17

Section 06886-2
Measured 23.79 16.23 13.17 16.25 0.55 0.16

Bretschneider 23.73 14.76 10.46 8.91 0.48 0.12

Scott 23.87 16.13 13.35 17.39 0.57 0.18

Section 06887
Measured 28.44 20.39 17.50 24.68 0.56 0.16

Bretschneider 28.40 19.01 14.60 15.68 0.52 0.13

Scott 28.52 20.29 17.36 23.27 0.55 0.16

Table 5.3

These spectral densities of wave energy were then used to determine

the hydrodynamic cross nodal position velocity and acceleration spectral

densities. From previous assumptions, the response of the structure was

limited to the global X translation in the prototype coordinate system

(see Figure 5.1.1). The dominant angle of propagation for the recorded

wave energy density spectra was found to be approximately 125° relative

to the platform's X axis, Hudspeth [1975]. Thus to obtain the x com-

ponent of the wave kinematics from the wave energy density spectrum, as

derived in Chapter 2.5, a term

D-(8) = cos2(6) where 8 = 125° (5.2.1)
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was inserted to Eqs. (2.5.7), (2.5.10), (2.5.11) and (2.5.12). Therefore,

the hydrodynamic spectral densities required to determine the x component

of the spectral wave forcing function via a modified Morison equation were

calculated. The generalized theoretical spectral force densities were

then determined by substitution of these spectral velocity and acceleration

densities into Eq. (4.1.10). Input of the prototype geometric and dynamic

characteristics permits the determination of a statistical theoretical

structural response to either a measured, Bretschneider, or Scott wave

energy density spectrum.

5.3 Measured Stochastic Wave Forces

Wave Project II simultaneously recorded wave pressure responses to

wave action and the instantaneous water surface elevations. Eight pres-

sure dynamometers were located on a single leg of the offshore platform.

The vertical distribution of these pressure dynamometers is shown in

Figure 5.6.1. The continuous time recordings were digitized into the

same even time increments as the instantaneous water surface elevations.

The dynamometer numbers 4, 6, 7 and 8 of Figure 5.6 , were used in

the measured force analysis due to their location below the still water

level. Since these dynamometer positions do not coincide with the nodal

point locations for the idealized structure, the measured data were

linearly interpolated and concentrated to these lumped nodal point loca

tions. The actual configuration of the idealized WP II structure used in

the analysis is presented in the subsequent chapter.

The dynamometers were back pressurized with nitrogen so that only

the dynamic pressures due to wave action would be recorded. The pressures
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were measured around the circumferential area of the cylinder. Blank

[1969] provides equations required to reduce these recorded data into

x and y component pressure force values. The engineering units of

these pressure components were in pounds per unit width per unit length

in feet in the depth direction. Since the measured pressures were a

result of an integration over the circumferential area of the dynamometers,

the unit area of the force was taken as that cross sectional area of the

cylinder perpendicular to that component of force. Due to previous as-

sumptions, the only response that is being investigated in this analysis

is along the x axis; thus, only the x component of the pressure force will

be spectrally analyzed.

The measured forces were Fourier transformed by use of the finite

Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm obtained from Robinson [1967]. The

computed complex FFT coefficients were then employed to calculate the

cross-covariance values of the measured forces. These pressure values

were assumed to contain the same statistical properties as the wave

surface readings; i.e., the data statistics were zero-mean, stationary,

ergodic and Gaussian. Thus all the statistical properties of a linearly

related response is fully described by the variance of the process.

The cross amplitude spectra of the measured forces may be obtained

from the complex FFT coefficients by taking the square root of the sum

of the co-spectra and quadrature spectra given as

1/2

sF
F (4]
wW.

3 k

(5.3.2)
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where
K

i, is the co-spectrum and
J1c

is the quadrative spectrum between
3

the measured forces at nodal point locations j and k within the hydro-

dynamic region. The co-spectra may be determined by the following re-

lationship of the complex FFT of the measured force, TF ; i.e.,

[(Real(TF )Real(TF ))2 + (Imag(TF ) Imag(TF ))2]

L?
3k

(LX2) 2

(5.3.3)

where LX is the length of the FFT record. Conversely, the quadratu-e

spectrum may be defined as

[(Real(TF )Imag(TF ))2 + (Imag(TF )Real(TF ))2]

3k
(LX2)

2

(5.3.4)

The cross-spectral amplitudes may be smoothed, as described by Jenkins

and Watts [1968] by first smoothing the co-spectra and quadrature spectra

individually. The box car averaging type of smoothing was again employed

as it was for the wave energy density spectra in Chapter 5.1 by Eq. (5.1.3).

The smoothed co-spectra and quadrature spectra may be determined by,

and

4

= (w n)
3k n = -4 3k

9

4

-4
Q:23k (w) =

n =
E

3k
(w + n)

(5.3.5)

(5.3.6)

9

Thus the smooth spectral amplitude of the measured forces may be shown

as
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1/2

SF F
(w) = [E:2(w) k&:2(w)] (5.3.7)

Jk 3
ww.

3 k

To transform the spectral amplitude into a spectral density, Eq. (5.3.7)

is divided by the incremental frequency Aw; i.e.,

Fwi
(w)

S
F F

(w) =
wi"

ww.
3 k Aw

where Aw = 2n/LXAt

(5.3.8)

Since the pressure dynamometers were located on only one leg of the

platform, an extension of the forces must be performed to allow for the

two-dimensional analysis. To account for a spacial separation of the

spectral forces in the x direction, the term,

exp 1K(xj - xk) (5.3.9)

will be employed to interpolate the forces to the second leg. The cross

position spectral force densities may now be lumped to the idealized

structure's nodal point locations by multiplication with their respective

lumped cross sectional areas. Since the majority of the surrounding area

is positioned in the immediate vicinity of the nodal point location, it is

assumed that little accuracy is lost by the lumping procedure. The gener-

alized measured spectral force densities may be represented by the use of

Eq. (4.3.6) as
1/2

J' K'
-T -T 3

[E:k 2(w) + Q2(w)] A
j

S

Ak
3k

=
3
. E cp. cp

F* F* = 3 k
E
= k 3 m kn

w w Aw
n m

exp 1K(xj xk) (5.3.10)
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Thus having obtained the generalized cross-spectral force densities for

each nodal position and natural mode of vibration, the spectral density

of the WP II structural displacement may be obtained from Eq. (4.3.3).
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6.0 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

The prototype Wave Project II structure was modeled in order to com-

pare structural responses to theoretical wave forces with responses to

measured wave forces. The instrumented offshore tower was located in ap-

proximately 100 feet of water in the Gulf of Mexico. The position of the

"A" structure was in block 63 of South Timbalier, with a latitude of 28°

47' North and a longitude of 90° 12' West. The pertinent information re-

quired to properly construct an idealized model of the actual structure

was provided by the California Company Division of the Chevron Oil Company

[1956]. The detailed construction drawings and soil test report were used

to simulate the structural characteristics of the WP II platform. The

structural analysis program SAP IV was employed to calculate the dynamic

characteristics of the idealized wave-structure-soil model. Additional

programs were created to generate the original structural damping matrix

and the Winkler foundation values. In order to make the prototype struc-

ture compliant to wave action the exterior skirt pile system was omitted.

The original WP II structure was quite stiff and the dynamic response was

very minimal. By omitting the skirt pile system the structure became more

dynamic and investigations of the theoretical approach could be performed.

Since the WP II structure is symmetric with respect to one plane, the

structure was idealized as two-dimensional. By constructing a simplified

dynamic structural model the effects of certain structural and wave para-

meters on the response of the structure may be evaluated.
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6.0 Structural Characteristics of the Wave Project II Offshore Platform

Various drawings of plan views and a complete listing of all materials,

enabled the idealization of the WP II structure by the lumped mass procedure

presented in Chapter 3.1. The nodal point locations were selected to coin-

cide with the positions of bracing and with the spacing of the soil re-

straints. The idealized members were modeled according to the dimensions

and characteristics of the actual structural elements. Thus, the idealized

response should approximate the actual response of the original steel truss

frame.

Components of the total theoretical and measured forces were aligned

with the platform axis in order to determine structural responses in only

the translational global X direction. The idealized model was thus con-

structed as two-dimensional. The structural global Z and X axis were

selected to coincide with the linear wave theory coordinate system pre-

sented in Figure 2.1.1 rotated by 0 agrees in accordance with Eq. (5.2.1).

The platform system was reduced to 42 nodal point locations, as shown in

Figure 6.1.

Generation of the structural mass matrix consisted of concentrating

the distributed masses to each nodal point location. Approximations for

the total mass of the deck loads and the steel in the superstructure

system were distributed to the two top nodal point locations 1 and 2.

The lumped masses at nodal point locations 5 through 14 contain hydro-

dynamic effects due to the added mass caused by wave-structure inter-

action in the theoretical analysis. The total mass within the hydro-

dynamic region was determined by

[ Mt = [ M (CI 1)0 (6.1.1)
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where, M = the mass of the steel structural members lumped to that nodal

point and (CI - 1)04 = the added mass effect. The volume of the structure

employed in the added mass term consists of those members which are per-

pendicular to the direction of the hydrodynamic flow (i.e., the x-y plane).

Due to the cross bracing on the structure, the amount of volume lumped

to these nodal point locations are asymmetric. The lumped areas used

throughout the analysis were also taken perpendicular to the x axis. The

lumped areas and volumes were determined from the actual structural members

and are summarized in Table 6.1.

Nodal
Point

Area
ft2

Volume
ft3

Depth
z ft

x Coordinate
ft

5 108.08 203.89 0 0

6 61.69 131.74 0 40

7 174.84 365.13 30 0

8 174.84 365.13 30 40

9 164.93 345.13 60 0

10 167.49 348.42 60 40

11 149.09 307.59 85 0

12 131.19 265.84 85 40

13 45.85 83.89 100 0

14 71.79 110.98 100 40

Table 6.1

Summary of Nodal Point Volumes and Areas

The nodal point locations 15 through 42 were used to simulate the

soil response. Determination of the stiffness coefficients for the
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massless springs were found by the use of the Winkler assumption pre-

sented in Chapter 3.2. A spacing of ten foot intervals was used in

order to minimize the computational time required in the analysis, but

still maintain a reasonable closeness between springs. The soil para-

meter required to determine the Winkler horizontal subgrade modulus per

unit depth as defined by Eq. (3.2.9) is the Young's modulus of the soil.

Allowing for a 20 percent reduction in strength due to the dynamic nature

of the analysis and a Poisson's ratio of one-half, the soil's Young's

modulus may be determined from the theory of elasticity as

E
s
(z) = 0.80(3Gs(z)) (6.1.2)

The soil shear modulus G
s
(z) was obtained from the actual foundation in-

vestigation as performed by the Eustis Engineering Company [1956]. In

order to account for the stresses that the soil was exposed to during

hurricane wave forces, the disturbed tests of consolidated quick triaxial

shear were used to determine G
s
(z). The scatter of the test data for the

soil shear modulus were smoothed by finding a linear function which fit

the data in a best least-squares sense. The result of the linear repre-

sentation is shown in Figure 6.2.

A Winkler foundation horizontal subgrade modulus per unit depth was

determined from Eq. (3.2.9) by applying the linear measured shear modulus

and the pile dimensions. Lumping of these massless spring constants to the

nodal point positions below the mudline simulated the soil restraints. The

stiffness coefficients as a function of depth are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Depth Below
Mudline ft.

Nodal Point
No.

Lumped Spring
Stiffness Coefficient Kips/ft

0 13, 14 0.8486

10 15, 16 3.1817

20 17, 18 4.7594

30 19, 20 6.3655

40 21, 22 7.9996

50 23, 24 9.6569

60 25, 26 11.3500

70 27, 28 13.0817

80 29, 30 14.8597

90 31, 32 16.7045

100 33, 34 18.6372

110 35, 36 20.6932

120 37, 38 22.9651

130 39, 40 25.6428

140 41, 42 29.4110

150 Base 00

Table 6.2

Lumped Winkler Foundation Coefficients

The bottom nodal points located at the base were assumed to be fixed due

to the fact that the piles were driven to refusal.
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6.2 Dynamic Structural Analysis by SAP IV

To analyze large complex structures, intricate computer programs

have been developed. These structural analysis programs combine the

knowledge of structural mechanics, numerical methods and computer science

to obtain accurate and efficient solutions to engineering problems. SAP

IV is one such computer program written for the purpose of structural

analysis of static and dynamic linear systems. The version of SAP IV

which was employed in the analysis was written by Bathe, Wilson and

Peterson [1973] and obtained from the College of Engineering at the

University of California, Berkeley. The computer program is compre-

hensive in that it is capable of modeling nine types of structural ele-

ments and of computing five responses.

The analysis of the Wave Project II structure requires the use of

the truss, pipe and boundary elements. The determination of the natural

frequencies and their corresponding modal shapes required the dynamic

response option in SAP IV. The WP II structure was modeled similar to

that of Figure 6.1. The global coordinate system was changed to coincide

with that of SAP IV. This entailed interchanging the global Z and Y

axis. Additional nodal point locations were required to define the fixed-

end conditions of the boundary elements which modeled the soil response.

The numbering sequence of the computer model was from left to right, top

to bottom in order to reduce the bandwidth of the matrices and, in turn,

the amount of central core memory required in the computer for analysis.

The nodal point sequence for input into SAP IV of the WP II structural model

is shown in Figure 6.3.
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The element between nodal points 1 and 2 was chosen to be a truss

type element of very large stiffness. This was done due to the large

stiffness properties of the beam and girder system that comprised the

platform deck. The massless boundary element was employed to simulate

the soil response. These boundary elements were assigned a stiffness

coefficient equal to the lumped horizontal Winkler foundation modulus

as calculated in Chapter 601 and summarized in Table 602. The remaining

structural elements including the piles were modeled by the three-

dimensional pipe element. The geometric dimensions and cross sectional

characteristics were input as per the Chevron construction drawings [1956].

The material properties were selected for A-36 steel pipe throughout the

structure. The degrees of freedom for all nodal points on the structure

except at the base were limited to a global X translation and a AZ rotation

in the SAP IV coordinate system. The base nodal points 71 and 72 plus all

nodal points on the exterior of the structure were assumed to be fixed.

SAP IV determines the amount of mass contributed from the structural mem-

bers. Provisions for including additional masses due to hydrodynamic effects

were employed.

The dynamic analysis option calculated the natural frequencies and

modal shapes for undamped vibration of the linear system. These eigen-

values and eigenvectors are employed in the mode-superposition technique

for the solution of the dynamic response as presented in Chapter 306. The

eigenvalues for the idealized WP II structure were computed by the numerical

method of "determinate search". SAP IV also performed a "Sturm sequence"

check to ensure that the lowest natural frequency had been obtained. SAP

IV generates the eigenvectors or modal shapes such that they are ortho-
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normalized relative to the mass matrix. Since the vibration modal ampli-

tudes are arbitrary, in that they are only formed relative to each other,

they may be determined such that

[(1)]T C 1 [4)1 = I .1 (6.2.1)

where, [' I = the identity matrix. Thus the generalized mass matrix of

Eq. (3.6.8) is an identity matrix.

The dynamic frequency and modal shape analysis must be performed for

two structural responses. The first is for the determination of the struc-

tural damping matrix as presented in Appendix B, which is also employed in

the solution of the structural response to measured wave forces. This in-

volves calculating the natural frequencies and modal shapes for the struc-

ture vibrating in air. Thus, no hydrodynamic added mass effects are to be

included in the generation of the mass matrix. The approximate computer

time for the computation of four eigenvalues and their corresponding eigen-

vectors by SAP IV was eight seconds on the CDC CYBER 73. The results for

the WP II structure vibrating undamped in air are summarized in Table 6.1.

Natural
Mode
No.

Circular
Frequency
(Rad/sec)

Frequency
(Cycles/sec)

Period
(Seconds)

1 1.213 0.193 5.181

2 8.723 1.390 0.719

3 8.821 1.404 0.712

4 14.410 2.294 0.436

Table 6.1

Eigenvalues for the WP II Structure Vibrating in Air
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The theoretical analysis of structural response to the wave energy

density spectrum included the effects of wave-structure interaction. This

involves the addition of an added mass term to the structural masses with-

in the hydrodynamic region as shown by Eq. (6.1.1). The natural frequencies

solved for by SAP IV for the WP II structure including hydrodynamic effects

are shown in Table 6.2.

Natural Circular
Mode Frequency Frequency Period

No. (Rad/sec) (Cycles/sec) (Seconds)

1 0.9584 0.1525 6.556

2 8.6440 1.3760 0.727

3 8.7660 1.3950 0.717

4 13.0100 2.0700 0.481

Table 6.2

Eigenvalues for the WP II Structure
Including Hydrodynamic Effects

The eigenvectors or modal shapes for the first four natural modes

of vibration are represented graphically in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Note

that the horizontal scale is distorted in relation to the vertical scale.
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6.3 Nondeterministic Dynamic Response Results

The theory set forth in the preceding chapters was applied by com-

puter simulation in order to evaluate the responses of a prototype off-

shore structure to various theoretical and measured stochastic wave forces.

The computer simulation programs developed were written in FORTRAN IV and

the analyses were performed on a CDC CYBER Model 73 computer under the

KRONOS 2.2 operating system. The nondeterministic structural responses

to theoretical wave forces were calculated in the frequency domain employ-

ing the equations developed in Chapter 4. The simulated wave forcing

functions were computed from both measured and theoretical best least

squares fit wave energy density spectra. The computer programs were writ-

ten to be general in nature; that is, capable of handling any idealized

structure and wave energy density spectrum.

The prototype structural characteristics which were idealized in

sections 6.1 and 6.2 were input into these various computer programs in

order to evaluate the theoretical approach. By use of the measured and

theoretical wave energy density spectra which were generated from the WP

II data, the cross position velocity spectral densities of Eq. (2.5.6) were

computed for the structural nodal points within the hydrodynamic region.

Substitution of the cross position velocity spectral densities into Eq.

(4.1.10) resulted in the frequency representation of the spectral density

for the generalized wave forces. The spectral structural responses were

then computed from Eq. (4.1.12) for all frequencies. The cyclic solution

was continued until a specified convergence was met for the iteration para-

meters that were described in section 4.2. A flow chart representing this
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dynamic analysis of an offshore structure to theoretical stochastic

wave forces is shown in Figure 6.6.

The dynamic response of the prototype structure was determined by

the method of mode-superposition as presented in section 3.6. This

procedure involved the summation of dynamic responses in the natural

modes of vibration to obtain a final displacement configuration. The

number of natural modes needed to sufficiently represent the final

structural spectral density displacements were investigated. The

natural frequencies and their corresponding modal shapes were inves-

tigated for the first mode only and for the first three modes of free

vibration. The spectral parameters of the variance, peak displacement

and the bandwidth were compared for this investigation of the WP II

data section 06887. The measured wave energy density spectrum was

used as the input for the computation of the theoretical dynamic struc-

tural response by the mode-superposition technique. Table 6.3 sum-

marizes the results of this analysis for the various nodal point locations

shown in Figure 6.1.
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.

WP II
Idealized
Nodal
Point

.

1 Natural Mode 3 Natural Modes

wi = 0.958(Rad/sec) wi = 0.958(Rad/sec)

w2 = 8.644(Rad/sec)

w3 = 8.766(Rad/sec)

a2
uu

Peak S
uu

E
u CIU

a2
uu

Peak S
uu cu qu

(Ft2) Ft2-ec (Ft2) Ft2-sec
( Rad ) ( Rad )

1 3.58 10.94 0.248 0.065 3.60 10.9 9 0.248 0.065

3 3.55 10.83 0.248 0.065 3.56 10.87 0.248 0.065

5 3.54 10.79 0.24E 0.065 3.55 10.83 0.248 0.065

7 3.53 10.78 0.248 0.065 3.54 10.81 0.248 0.065

9 3.53 10.76 0.248 0.065 3.54 10.80 0.248 0.065

11 3.52 10.74 0.248 0.065 3.53 10.78 0.248 0.065

13 3.46 10.55 0.248 0.065 3.46 10.58 0.248 0.065

15 3.29 10.03 0.248 0.065 3.29 10.05 0.248 0.065

Table 6.3

Spectral Structural Response Characteristics for One and Three Modes of

Natural Vibration for Data Section 06887

The percent errors involved in comparing one and three modes in the mode-

superposition method were determined from

a2 (3 modes) - a2 (1 mode)

Percent error =
UU uu

x 100%

0'uu2 (3 modes)
(6.3.1)

The errors introduced by using one natural mode of vibration are negligible

compared to using three modes of free vibration. The errors for the vari-

ous nodal point locations are summarized in Table 6.4.
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Nodal
Point

Percent Error

a 2

uu
(Ft2)

Peak S
uu

e

(Ft2-Sec/rad)
u q

II

1 0.56 0.45 0 0

3 0.28 0.37 0 0

5 0.28 0.37 0 0

7 0.28 0.28 0 0

9 0.28 0.37 0 0

11 0.28 0.37 0 0

13 0 0.28 0 0

15 0 0.20 0 0

Table 6.4

Percent Errors for Comparison of One and Three Modes of Vibration in
Determination of the Structural Response for Data Section

06887

The results of this comparison show that very little difference is

involved in only using one natural mode of vibration in the determination

of the structural response. This conclusion is evident only for this

particular idealized prototype structure. The second and third natural

frequencies were quite large compared to the frequency of the peak energy

of the wave energy spectrum. Thus, their contributions to the response

were expected to be quite minimal. The structural geometry and the idealiza-

tion methods employed to model the structure significantly affect the

dynamic behavior of the structure. Thus the inclusion of a soil model
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may have an influence on the natural frequencies and in turn the fre-

quency response function in the mode-superposition solution technique.

The most beneficial result of including only the first mode of

vibration is evident in the amount of computer time required to obtain

a solution. Since there is only one mode used in the analysis, the

iteration required to diagonalize the generalized damping matrix (i.e.,

Eq. (3.6.10)) is not needed. The approximate CPU time required for

solution on the CDC CYBER Model 73 computer for the various modes are

summarized in Table 6.5.

Mode
CPU Time
Seconds

Iterations to Convergence
Drag Damping

1

3

155.5

1915.0

3 0

3 3

Table 6.5

Computer Computation Time for Various Natural Modes of Natural Vibration

WP II Data Section 06887

Due to the significant savings of computer time, only the first mode

of vibration shall be investigated in the remaining analysis. It is im-

portant to note though that previous authors (i.e., Wu and Tung [pg. 81,

1970]) have shown that including additional higher modes of free vibration

may have some effects on the determination of the shears and moments of

the structure. Since this analysis only pertains to the displacements

of the structure, the first mode may be used with confidence.

The incremental frequency spacing of the wave spectra were determined

by the frequency interval in the finite Fourier transform analysis of the



Wave Project II data. The incremental frequency Aw was shown to be

dependent on the total length of the data record in time; i.e.,

211-

Ow
Lx. At

(6.3.2)

111

The incremental frequency which resulted from Eq. (6.3.2) was quite

finely spaced. Thus the number of forcing frequencies involved in the

analysis were quite large. The amount of computer time required for

each iteration process was directly proportional to the number of

forcing frequencies used in the analysis. The input spectral forces

were initially amplitudes which were transformed to densities by division

of the incremental frequency. In order to investigate the effect of

using a large Aw' spacing, the analysis was performed using both the Aw

from the FFT algorithm and a Aw' that was eleven times as large. The

variations of the incremental frequency were analyzed for the theoretical

force simulations that were obtained from the measured, Bretschneider and

Scott spectra for the WP II data section 06885. The results of these

analyses are summarized in Table 6.6.
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a2Wave Energy 6w Peak S Percent CPU
uu uu

Spectrum Aw- Damping Time
(Ft2)

(

Ft2-sec
Rad ) (Sec)

Measured 0.00767 2.296 9.40 24.64 155.34

Measured 0.08470 2.325 7.80 24.77 16.41

Bretschneider 0.00767 2.580 6.84 27.86 153.91

Bretschneider 0.08470 2.614 6.60 28.01 16.00

Scott 0.00767 2.320 7.27 25.99 154.30

Scott 0.08470 2.353 6.37 26.14 16.10

Table 6.6

Effect of Ow Spacing on Data Section 06885

The percent error introduced between the various incremental fre-

quencies is determined by

a2 (Ow) - a2 (Ow-)

Percent error =
uu uu

x 100%
a2 (Aw)
uu

and are summarized in Table 6.7.

(6.3.3)

Wave Energy
Spectrum

a2 Peak S
uu uu

(Ft2)
(

Ft2-sec
)Rad

Percent
Damping

Measured -1.263 17.02 -0.5

Bretschneider -1.318 3.50 -0.5

Scott -1.422 12.38 -0.6

Table 6.7

Percent Error Introduced by Aw Spacing on Data Section 06885
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Negligible effects are introduced in the transfer function (i.e.,

percent damping) and the final structural response variance. There does

appear to be significant effects introduced on the locations and mag-

nitudes of the peak spectral structural displacements as shown in Figures

6.7, 6.8, and 6.9. The general shape of the wave energy spectrum seems

to amplify this error. That is, the sharp spectral peaks of the measured

and Scott spectra are more affected by the change in Aw spacing than the

relatively broader Bretschneider spectrum.

Savings in computation time may necessitate the use of a larger

spaced incremental frequency. The analysis using the larger Aw' reduces

the CPU time by a factor of ten as shown in Table 6.6. Thus, an approxi-

mate or more coarse frequency spacing may be used for preliminary analysis

of a structure. For a finer solution of the peak spectral displacements,

transfer function or generalized force (i.e, the peaks are well defined)

the smaller Aw spacing should be used. This same affect may be obtained

by varying the incremental frequency within the analysis. That is, use a

finer iw spacing about the peak response of the structure and a larger

Ow' spacing elsewhere. Incorporating this method into the computer simula-

tions may introduce additional programming problems to this already complex

analysis.

The larger Aw' frequency spacing was employed in an analysis of the

empirical drag coefficient. As presented in section 3.4, the empirical

coefficients of the Morison equation were determined by the following

procedure:

1) the interia coefficient shall be chosen by considering potential

flow theory and be set equal to two; and,
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2) the drag coefficient shall take equivalent linearization into

effect and be chosen to fit the measured wave forces pertaining to that

particular WP II data section.

In an attempt to find a drag coefficient which fit the spectral

densities of the measured wave force spectrum, the generalized theore-

tical and measured wave forces spectra were compared. The generalized

theoretical wave force spectrum given by Eq. (4.1.10) was modified by

use of the drag coefficient until the spectral parameters of variance,

peak spectral density and bandwidth were approximately equivalent to

those spectral parameters of the generalized measured wave force spec-

trum represented by Eq. (5.3.10). Since this involves a trial and error

procedure, the computer time required for each analysis should be kept

to a minimum. Thus only one mode of natural vibration and the larger

Aw' spacing were used in the mode-superposition technique.

The first spectral parameters used to compare theoretical to measured

wave forces were the peak spectral forces value and the spectral bandwidth

parameters. A constant value of C
D
was first chosen for analysis in an

attempt to approximately match the peak spectral values of the theoretical

and measured generalized wave force spectra. WP II data section 06887

was investigated and the results are tabulated in Table 6.8.
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Wave
Energy Ow C

D
Spectrum (Rad/sec)

Peak S
FF

,Kips2-sec
)Rad

Variance
2

F cIF

(Kips2)

Measured
Wave Forces 0.0096 73.6 32.13 0.665 0.2370

Measured 0.1055 1.75 76.0 27.94 0.605 0.1470

Bretschneider 0.1055 1.75 88.0 28.31 0.537 0.1105

Scott 0.1055 1.75 92.0 28.05 0.597 0.1503

Table 6.8

Large Aw Spacing for the Fit of Theoretical to Measured Generalized Wave
Forces by the Drag Coefficient WP II Data Section 06887

The percent errors involved in this analysis were based on the measured

wave force spectrum and are summarized in Table 6.9.

Wave
Energy
Spectrum
C
D

= 1.75

Peak S
FF

(Kips-sec,
Rad

Variance
a2
FF

E
F aF

(Kips)

Measured - 3.26 13.04 9.02 37.97

Bretschneider -19.56 8.78 19.25 53.38

Scott -25.00 12.70 10.23 36.58

Table 6.9

Percent Errors Between Theoretical and Measured Generalized Wave Forces
WP II Data Section 06887 for Large Aw' Spacing

From Table 6.9 the errors introduced to fit the peaks of theoretical

to measured generalized wave forces suggest that the value of CD should

be varied for each theoretical wave energy density spectrum. The large
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Ow` spacing also introduces some errors in peak values as mentioned pre-

viously. Thus, the values of C
D

shall be varied for each theoretical

wave energy spectrum and the incremental frequency changed to obtain a

more precise resolution about the peak spectral force values. Intro-

ducing these changes, the analysis of data section 06887 yielded the

results given in Table 6.10.

Wave Peak S
FF

Energy Aw C
D

2
F, s2-sec

)

0
FF cIF

Rad (KipsSpectrum
ICip

2

E

)

Measured
Wave Forces 0.0096 73.6 32.13 0.665 0.2370

Measured 0.0096 1.75 92.3 27.86 0.593 0.1416

Bretschneider 0.0096 1.65 81.5 26.20 0.524 0.1078

Scott 0.0096 1.60 93.5 24.10 0.602 0.1532

Table 6.10

C
D
Fitting of Theoretical to Measured Generalized Wave Forces for

Peak Spectral Amplitudes for WP II Data Section 06887

The results of this fitting are shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11, and

6.12. Again the errors involved in fitting the theoretical and measured

generalized wave forces are based on the measured wave forces and are sum-

marized in Table 6.11.
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Wave
Enery
Spectrgum

Peak S
FF

,Kips2-sec,

Variance
a2
FF

(Kips2)

6F qF

Rad

Measured
C
D

= 1.75 -25.41 13.29 10.83 40.25

Bretschneider
CD = 1.65 -10.73 18.46 21.20 54.51

Scott
C
D

= 1.60 -27.04 24.99 9.47 35.36

Table 6.11

Percent Errors Between Theoretical and Measured Generalized Wave Forces for
WP II Data Section 06887

The change in the incremental frequency spacing has introduced larger

percent errors in attempting to fit the generalized force spectral peaks

by modification of CD. Further trials to fit these spectral force values

could be performed but caution must be employed in that the measured force

spectral peak falls within certain confidence intervals as explained in

section 5.1. Thus, not much emphasis should be placed on the magnitudes

of the measured peak values obtained through the finite Fourier transform

as there are upper and lower bounds in which the peak may actually occur.

An alternative method for fitting the theoretical and measured general-

ized wave force spectra is to equate the variance of the two spectra. Wave

Project II data section 06886-1 was analyzed in this manner using the

finer Aw spacing in order to determine the effects on the spectral peaks

more precisely. The results of this analysis are shown in the general-

ized wave force spectra given by Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15.
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Wave Peak S
FF

Variance

Energy Aw C
D F F

Spectrum (Rad/sec) (Kips2-sec/rad)
(Kips2)

Measured
Wave Forces 0.00767 67.70 29.29 0.4695 0.1524

Measured 0.00767 1.80 115.60 29.29 0.3470 0.0860

Bretschneider 0.00767 1.80 97.10 30.57 0.3000 0.0716

Scott 0.00767 1.80 114.24 28.78 0.4060 0.0967

Table 6.12

C
D

Fitting of Theoretical to Measured Generalized Wave Forces for WP
II Data Section 06886-1

The percent errors involved with this type of fitting are shown in Table

6.13.

Wave Peak S
FF

Energy
,Kips2-sec

)Spectrum
Rad

Variance
a2 e
FF F

(Kips2)

ciF

Measured -70.75 0.00 26.09 43.56

Bretschneider -43.43 -4.37 36.10 53.02

Scott -68.74 1.74 13.52 36.55

Table 6.13

Percent Errors Between Theoretical and Measured Generalized Wave Forces
WP II Data Section 06886-1

The problem of chosing an equivalently linearized drag coefficient

to fit measured generalized wave forces involves complex decisions. When

fitting the theoretical spectral forces to the peak values of the measured

spectral forces, large errors are produced in the variance. This is caused
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by underestimation of the spectral force densities at the higher fre-

quencies by the theoretical method. On the other hand, if the variance

of the theoretical and measured generalized force spectra are equated,

large errors are introduced at the spectral peaks. As evident from the

Lonquet-Higgins and Vanmarke bandwidth parameters the spectral shapes do

not coincide for either case of determining CD. Thus, possibly an approach

which equated the errors introduced in the peak spectral values and vari-

ance between the theoretical and measured generalized wave force spectra

would be appropriate.

The response of the prototype Wave Project II structure was determined

using both a constant and a variable value for the empirical drag co-

efficient in the Morison equation. These responses which were calculated

from theoretically simulated wave forces were compared to the responses

obtained from the measured wave force data. The spectral distributions

of the structural displacements for the theoretical approach were com-

puted from Eq. (4.1.12). The structural spectral response to measured

wave forces were determined from Eq. (4.3.3). Data section 06886-1 was

used in the constant C
D

analysis. The theoretical approximations for the

various wave energy density spectra were transformed into generalized wave

force spectra as represented by Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15. The complex

frequency response function for both the theoretical and the measured ap-

proaches were investigated.

The theoretical transfer function was determined by Eq. (4.1.6) and

included the effects of wave-structure interaction. This involved modifica-

tion of the structural mass matrix by inclusion of the added mass. The

natural frequencies and modal shapes were thus determined by incorporating
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the hydrodynamic effects into the free-vibration equations of motion.

This resulted in lowering the natural frequencies of vibration when

compared to the frequencies obtained for free vibration in air. The

eigenvalues for free vibration in air are shown in Table 6.1 and those

including wave-structure interaction are shown in Table 6.2. The dif-

ference in natural frequencies is approximately 20 percent for the first

mode of vibration. This may cause moderate differences in the determina-

tion of the frequency response function and in turn the response of the

system.

The inclusion of the equivalently linearized drag term in the struc-

tural damping matrix has a significant influence on the frequency response

function in the case of the theoretical approach. The effects of wave-

structure interaction introduced hydrodynamic damping into the determina-

tion of the transfer function. This additional damping causes a shifting

of the spectral peak of the transfer function to a lower frequency. The

peak of the frequency response function has been shown by Penzien and

Clough [p. 60, 1975] to be determined from the percent damping according

to

w
peak

w
n

1 - 22 (6.3.4)

Thus by including the hydrodynamic drag term in the structural damping

matrix the frequency response function is shifted to a lower frequency

of peak response which approaches the spectral peak of the theoretical

generalized wave forces. This could be of some concern as now the peak

of the frequency response function and the peak energy content of the wave

energy density spectrum interact more with each other.
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The magnitude of the frequency response function is also affected

by the percent damping. Penzien and Clough [p. 60, 1975] show the

relative magnitude of the peak spectral transfer function in the form

of a dynamic magnification factor. The dynamic magnification factor

DM is defined as the ratio of the dynamic response to the static re-

sponse. For the spectral peak of the frequency response the dynamic

magnification factor is determined by

DM
max

=

21/ 1 - 2

1
(6.3.5)

Analysis of the frequency response function and the spectral struc-

tural displacements for data section 06886-1 yielded the results given

in Table 6.14.

w
peak

Peak S Peak S
HH uu

Percent a
2

E
u(Rad/sec) Ft2-sec Ft uu qu

Damping ( 2 )Kip -rad Rad (Ft2)

A 2.00 1.21 25.01 288.60 104.90 11.10 0.107 0.046

B 32.19 0.85 1.64 3.19 13.12 3.64 0.237 0.061

C 32.67 0.85 1.62 3.11 10.72 3.82 0.217 0.058

D 32.05 0.85 1.65 3.22 12.66 3.11 0.256 0.068

Table 6.14

Frequency Response Function and Spectral Displacement Parameters Nodal

Point No. 1 for Theoretical and Measured Spectra for Data Section 06886-1

Wave Energy Spectrum: A Measured Wave Forces, B - Theoretical
Measured, C - Bretschneider, D - Scott

The frequency response function and structural displacements are repre-

sented spectrally for the measured and theoretical responses in Figures

6.16, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19. The percent errors involved in comparing
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the measured and theoretical spectra are summarized in Table 6.15 and

are computed by the following:

a2 (measured) - a2 (theoretical)

Percent error =
uu uu x 100%

a 2 (measured)
uu (6.3.6)

w
peak

Peak S
HH

Peak S

Percent a
2

Damping
(F(Rad/sec) t

2
-sec

) (

Ft
2

uu
-sec) uu

2

u au

Kips2-rad Rad
(Ft )

A -1590.5 29.75 93.44 98.89 87.49 67.21 -120.8 -32.8

B -1533.5 29.75 93.52 98.92 89.78 65.58 -102.4 -25.2

C -1502.5 29.75 93.40 98.88 87.93 67.93 -138.7 -47.4

Table 6.15

Percent Errors Between Theoretical and Measured Responses for Data Section

06886-1. Wave Energy Spectrum: A Measured, B Bretschneider,

C - Scott

The WP II data section 06887 was also analyzed but for varying values

of CD. The frequency response characteristics and the structural spec-

tral displacement parameters for the measured and theoretical analyses

are given in Table 6.16.
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Measured Wave Forces for WPII Data Section 06886-1.
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Wave
Energy
Spectrum

Percent
Damping

w
peak

DM
max

Peak
H

Peak

u

0.2

uu
e
u qu

Measured
Wave Forces 2.00 1.21 25.01 279.2 168.7 14.59 0.0973 0.0372

Theoretical
Measured
C
D

= 1.75 31.56 0.86 1.67 3.3 10.9 3.58 0.2480 0.0650

Bretschneider
C
D
= 1.65 29.53 0.87 1.77 3.7 9.4 3.54 0.2270 0.0600

Scott
C
D

= 1.60 28.31 0.88 1.84 4.0 10.7 3.25 0.2720 0.0710

Table 6.16

Frequency Response Function and Spectral Displacement Parameters Nodal Point
No. 1 for Theoretical and Measured Analysis of Data Section 06887 ,

The percent errors involved in this comparison are summarized in Table 6.17.

Wave
Energy Percent w

peak
DM PeakPeak Peak c2 e

u qu
Spectrum Damping

uu

Measured -1478.0 28.93 93.32 98.82 93.54 75.46 -154.88 -74.73

Bretschneider -1376.5 28.10 92.92 98.67 94.43 75.74 -133.30 -61.29

Scott -1315.5 27.27 92.64 98.57 93.66 77.72 -179.55 -90.86

Table 6.17

Percent Errors Between Theoretical and Measured Responses for Data Section
06887

Large errors are present in the comparison of the theoretical and

measured analyses of the same WP II data section as shown in Tables 6.15
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and 6.17. The source of these errors is only moderately related to

the differences in the theoretically simulated and measured wave forces

as given in Tables 6.11 and 6.13. The main source of the errors intro-

duced in the structural spectral displacement parameters has evolved

from the percent of critical damping used in the determination of the

frequency response function. By introducing wave-structure interaction

the damping effects of the wave motion are included in the determination

of the theoretical response. Thus, the percent damping of the theoretical

analysis has both structural and hydrodynamic effects contained within it.

This value is quite large compared to including only the structural damping

effects in the percent damping as was done for the measured analysis. The

result of having a larger percent damping directly affects the magnitude

and location of the spectral peak of the frequency response function.

The theoretical analysis introduces a large percent damping in the

determination of the frequency response function. This results in a re-

latively small dynamic amplification factor and a broad frequency response

function with a lower peak value. A significant change of the larger per-

cent damping is a shift in the spectral peak of the frequency response

function to a lower frequency. This causes a greater contribution to the

total structural response from the peak energy frequency interval of the

wave energy density spectrum.

The measured analysis shows the opposite effect on the frequency re-

sponse function. Since only a small percent damping (i.e., just structural

damping) has been considered, the spectral peak is quite high involving a

much larger dynamic amplification factor. The frequency response function

is very narrow banded and nearly approaches a resonant condition at the
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natural frequency of the idealized structure. This causes very large

structural spectral displacements about the first mode of free vibration,

but very little near the peak frequency interval of the wave energy

density spectrum.

The considerable conflict of the two approaches can be related

directly to the question of wave-structure interaction and the damping

caused by hydrodynamic effects. The theoretical analysis through the

method of equivalent linearization has added a linear hydrodynamic

damping term to the total damping of the system. While the measured

analysis has assumed that any interaction effects have been included

in the measurement of the wave force pressures. Further investigation

of the effects of hydrodynamic damping may be performed by comparing the

results of a theoretical analysis including wave-structure interaction

with a theoretical analysis not including interaction.

Analysis not including wave-structure interaction was performed on

the WP II data section 06887. The same empirical drag coefficients were

used in the determination of the theoretical generalized wave forces as

presented in Table 6.10. The non-interaction forces due to wave action

were computed by linearization of the drag term by a method developed by

Borgman [1967] which may be represented as

cipv , {v} r j {v) (6.3.7)

The equivalently linearized drag term r Q is determined by

['` = C o-VV ,]

D2
71

(6.3.8)
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The spectral generalized wave forces for data section 06887 resulted

in the spectral parameters shown in Table 6.18.

Source
of Aw C

D
Spectrum (Rad/sec)

Peak S
FF

,Kips2-sec,
Rad

Variance
02

FFF

(Kips2)

qF

Measured 0.0096 1.75 82.0 26.96 0.6141 0.1584

Bretschneider 0.0096 1.65 78.0 26.32 0.5544 0.1203

Scott 0.0096 1.60 92.6 25.17 0.6148 0.1679

Table 6.18

Generalized Theoretical Wave Forces Without Interaction WP II Data Section
06887

The percent errors of neglecting the wave-structure interaction in the

determination of the generalized wave forces were determined by comparing

Tables 6.10 and 6.18. These results are presented in Table 6.19 and were

computed from the following equation:

aF
F FF
(interaction) - a2 (no interaction)

Percent error = x 100%

aFF (interaction)
(6.3.9)
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Wave Peak S
FF

Variance
Energy a2

Spectrum
E
F,Kips2-sec, FF

Rad (Kips2)

qF

Measured 11.16 3.23 -3.56 -11.86

Bretschneider 4.29 -0.46 -5.80 -11.60

Scott 0,96 -4.44 -2.12 - 9.59

Table 6.19

Percent Errors Involved in Comparison of Generalized Wave Forces and Omit-
ting Wave-Structure Interaction for WP II Data Section 06887

The results of Table 6.19 show that exclusion of the wave-structure

interaction in the determination of the wave forces due to wave action

has a very minimal effect. The errors that were computed are even some-

what less in that the generalized wave forces were compared. This involved

a slight difference in the modal shapes which were used to generalize the

wave force matrix.

The frequency response function for the non-interaction analysis has

the same dynamic characteristics as those for the measured analysis. That

is, since no hydrodynamic effects are involved through interaction, the

free vibration analysis is performed for the idealized structure vibrating

in air. Analysis of the non-interaction system yielded the results in

Table 6.20 for the spectral parameters of the frequency response function

and the structural displacements which are represented in Figures 6.20

through 6.2.
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w
peak

Peak S Peak S
Percent a

2
E

(Rad/sec) Ft
2

HH
-sec 1 (Ft

2
uu

-sec
)

uu u qu
Damping

(Kips2-rad) ` Rad (Ft2)

2.0 1.21 25.01 279.2 72.00 7.644 0.144 0.057

2.0 1.21 25.01 279.2 43.00 5.617 0.187 0.074

2.0 1.21 25.01 279.2 70.09 7.319 0.141 0.057

Table 6.20

Frequency Response Function and Structural Displacement Spectral Inter-
action Theoretical Analysis WP II Data Section 06887

Wave Energy Spectrum: A - Measured, B - Bretschneider,
C Scott

The percent errors which resulted from comparing the interaction results

given in Table 6.16 with the non-interaction results given in Table

6.20 are summarized in Table 6.21.

w
peak

Peak S
HH

Peak S
Percent a

2
e

Dam ping
(Rad/sec)

(

ft
242E

(

Ft
2

uu
-sec, uu u qu

Kips -rad Rad (Ft2)

A 92.7 -40.70 -1398.0 -8355.0 -560.6 -113.3 41.87 11.78

B 93.2 -39.08 -1313.0 -7446.0 -357.4 58.8 17.69 -24.40

C 92.9 -37.50 -1259 0 -6845.0 -555.0 -125.1 48.24 19.09

Table 6.21

Percent Errors Between Interaction and Non-interaction Responses for WP
II Data Section 06887

Wave Energy Spectrum: A Measured, B Bretschneider,
C Scott

The results of this comparison are similar in magnitude to the dif-

ferences for those in the comparison of theoretical and measured analys-

es. The main source of error again may be traced to the amount of per-

cent damping in the system. The non-interaction analysis does not
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recognize the effects of hydrodynamic damping in the frequency response

function. This results in a very narrow banded transfer function with

a very high peak or dynamic magnification factor. The structural

spectral responses which evolve from the non-interaction analysis are

thus very high near the peak of the frequency response function. The

non-interaction analysis results in the problem of avoiding this quasi-

resonant condition. Inclusion of the wave-structure interaction con-

siderably damps out any form of a resonant condition and shifts the

peak of the frequency response function to a lower frequency. Again,

this shifting of the transfer function to a lower frequency causes the

wave energy density spectrum to dominate the structural response

statistics as opposed to the frequency response function being the main

contributer due to the quasi-resonant condition.

The measured wave energy density spectrum was approximated by the

Bretschneider and Scott theoretical wave energy density spectra as des-

cribed in section 5.2. The responses obtained by these theoretical wave

energy density spectra were compared to how well they assimulate the

response obtained by employing the measured wave energy density spectrum.

The spectral shapes of the two theoretical methods are quite different

in appearance in that the Bretschneider spectrum has a lower and flatter

spectral peak while the spectral peak of the Scott spectrum is higher

and more sharply defined. Comparison of the results for a constant CD

value may be obtained from Table 6.12 for the generalized wave forces

and Table 6.14 for the frequency response function and spectral structural

displacements of WP II data section 06886-1. The percent errors involved

between the responses found from theoretical and measured wave energy



density spectra are determined by

Percent error -

G
2 (measured) - 02 (theoretical)
uu uu

x 100%

a 2 (measured)
uu

(6.3.10)
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The results of this comparison are presented in Table 6.22 and are shown

by the generalized wave force density spectra that are represented in

Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15, and the structural spectral responses in

Figure 6.18.

Percent
Damping

Peak S Peak S
FFuu

0 2 6
u

a 2

Ft2-sec uu u 2-sec
)

FF F qF

)

,

Rad (Ft2)

Kips2 -sec

(Kips2)

A -1.490 18.29 -4.91 8.35 5.63 16.00 -4.37 13.57 16.45

B 0.435 3.51 2.07 -8.09 -11.04 1.18 1.74 -16.97 -12.84

Table 6.22

Percent Errors Between the Responses Obtained From Theoretical and
Measured Wave Energy Density Spectra for WP II Data Section

06886-1. Wave Energy Spectra: A - Bretschneider, C Scott

The comparison of the generalized wave force spectral parameters

show that the Scott spectrum closely approximates the generalized spec-

tral forces generated by the measured wave energy density spectrum. The

closest approximation is shown at the spectral peak of the generalized

wave force spectrum. Here the higher peak of the Scott spectrum more

closely assimulates the measured realization than does the flatter peak

of the Bretschneider spectrum. The percent damping show negligible

differences between the two theoretical spectra and thus the frequency

response function of the two are about equal. Conclusions regarding

the spectral structural displacements for the Scott and Bretschneider
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spectra are similar to those for the generalized wave forces. That is,

the percent differences in the variance of the structural displacements

are negligible but the magnitude of thespectral peak displacement is

better approximated by the Scott spectrum. Due to the better overall

approximation of the response characteristics, the Scott spectrum ap-

pears to give a better assimulation of the measured wave energy density

spectrum.

The input Wave Project II data sections consisted of varying

spectral shapes and parameters. The effect of these various shapes

were investigated to find what bearing they had on the structural

response parameters of the prototype structure. The two groups of

measured Wave Project II wave energy density spectra which were com-

pared were sections 06887 and 06886-1 and sections 06886-2 and 06885.

These data sections were grouped in this manner because of approximately

equally total energy contents and because one of each group showed

relatively more narrow banded characteristics. Data sections 06886-1

and 06887 were analyzed at the FFT incremental frequency interval,

while sections 06886-2 and 06885 were analyzed at the larger frequency

interval Aw'. The theoretical generalized wave force spectra and

spectral structural displacements were determined for each of these

data sections and the resulting spectral parameters are given in

Table 6.23.
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WP II

Measured
Wave
Energy
Density
Section

a2

2
(Ft )

c
n

q
n

a
FF

(Kips2)

E
F qF

a
uu

(Ft2)

E
u qu

06886-1
(Narrow) 28.57 0.527 0.150 29.29 0.347 0.086 3.641 0.237 0.062

06887
(Broad) 28.44 0.564 0.165 27.86 0.593 0.142 3.584 0.248 0.065

06886-2
(Narrow) 23.79 0.552 0.159 19.97 0.443 0.099 2.728 0.254 0.068

06885
(Broad) 22.10 0.539 0.164 18.08 0.442 0.106 2.504 0.260 0.073

Table 6.23

Spectral Bandwidth Parameters for WP II Data Sections 06887, 06886-1,

06886-2 and 06885

General trends in Table 6.23 show that the bandwidth parameters for

the output process of structural displacements are considerably less than

those of the input process of the wave energy density spectrum. The

bandwidths of the structural displacements show a more narrow banded

characteristic for their spectral distributions. Thus,the limiting cases

for the Lonquet-Higgins and Vanmarke distributions of the maxima structural

displacements which were presented in sections 4.4 may be applicable to

these particular analyses.

The results of the previous analyses are very dependent on the proto-

type's structural dimensions and its corresponding dynamic characteristics.

The structural modeling techniques employed can bear significantly on the

dynamic behavior of the system. The results obtained through these analyses
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are only directly applicable to the individual structure that was modeled

(i.e., the idealized WP II prototype structure). These various results

are intended to give some insight into the parameters involved in the non-

deterministic analysis of an offshore structure to stochastic wave forces.

Thus, only the general response characteristics should be considered when

applying these conclusions to future analyses.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the nondeterministic response of the Wave Project

II platform to stochastic wave forces has provided information which may

be beneficial to understanding the dynamic response of an offshore struc-

ture to random seas. The analyses modeled an actual prototype structure

based on its constructed specifications which were obtained from working

drawings. A linear soil model was included to simulate the soil founda-

tion response. The development of the idealized WP II offshore structure

demonstrated that a comprehensive wave-structure-soil model may be incorpo-

rated into the dynamic analysis of an offshore structure which is subjected

to stochastic wave forces. The effect of including a soil model and the

wave-structure interaction modified both the free vibration frequencies

and the modal shapes used in the mode-superposition solution technique for

determining the structural response.

The stochastic wave forces were simulated theoretically from the WP

II data. The wave records obtained from the WP II data were represented

statistically by one-dimensional wave energy density spectra computed by

a finite Fourier transform algorithm. Theoretical wave energy density

spectra were fit to these measured WP II wave energy density spectra in a

best least-squares sense for the peak frequency in the theoretical spectra.

The Pierson-Moskowitz, Bretschneider and Scott spectra were computed from

the variance and best least squares peak frequency obtained from the

measured WP II wave energy spectra. The Scott spectrum showed a better

assimulation of the measured wave energy spectral shape based upon its

approximation of the measured spectral peak values than did the other
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theoretical spectra. Application of the measured WP II data and the

theoretical wave energy density spectra to the nondeterministic dynamic

analysis permitted a direct comparison of the theoretical response of a

prototype offshore structure to both actual and simulated hurricane sea

state conditions.

The theoretical analysis was performed in the frequency domain using

both the measured and theoretical wave energy density spectra. The fre-

quency domain analysis also expedited, in the time average mean square

sense, the equivalent linearization of the nonlinear drag term used in

the determination of the wave forces via the Morison equation. The linear

relationship which resulted from the equivalent linearization of the drag

term enabled the wave energy density property of a zero mean, stationary,

Gaussian process to be applicable to the output processes. The theoretical

determination of the wave forces was compared to the x component of the

measured wave pressure forces obtained from the pressure dynamometers

located on the WP II platform leg. The value of the equivalently linearized

drag force component used in determining the theoretical wave forces was

modified by a trial and error procedure until the spectral parameters of

the theoretical wave forces were in reasonable agreement with the measured

spectral force parameters. Since this procedure involved trial and error

selections of the drag coefficient, the analysis was performed first by

using a large incremental frequency spacing in order to economize on com-

puter time. As the theoretical and measured wave force spectra were

brought into close approximation by trial and error the incremental fre-

quency spacing was reduced to a finer spacing in order to obtain a better

resolution.
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The response of the WP II structure was obtained through the mode-

superposition technique. The WP II structure showed that the structural

response spectral characteristics were largely represented by only the

first mode of free vibration. This resulted in considerable savings in

computer computation time. The number of natural modes needed in the

mode-superposition technique is dependent on the structural geometry and

modeling procedures. Thus, the effect of including higher modes of free

vibration should be investigated for each individual structure.

The spectral structural response of the WP II structure to stochastic

wave forces was computed from both theoretical and measured wave energy

density spectra and from measured wave force spectra. The responses that

were computed from the wave energy density spectra included the effects

due to wave-structure interaction. This modification produced a larger

percent of critical damping in the frequency response function because of

the inclusion of the equivalently linearized hydrodynamic drag term in the

structural damping matrix. The frequency response function for the wave-

structure interaction analysis was considerably more damped than the re-

sponse function which was computed by neglecting the wave-structure inter-

action effects. This resulted in a flattening of the peak of the frequency

response function as well as a shifting of the spectral peak of the response

function to a lower frequency. At this reduced peak frequency in the re-

sponse function, the peak frequency interval of the wave energy density

spectrum dominated the spectral structural response characteristics.

The spectral structural response to measured wave force data neglected

any hydrodynamic effects in the determination of the frequency response

function. Thus the percent of critical damping only included the structural
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damping which was quite low. A near resonant condition then resulted

in the spectral distribution of the structural response to measured

wave forces since the frequency response function dominated the spectral

structural response characteristics.

The question of hydrodynamic damping in the determination of the

frequency response function needs to be investigated in future research.

Its effect on the response of the structure through the inclusion of wave-

structure interaction effects has been shown to have significant influence

on the spectral characteristics of the structural displacements. The

measurement of prototype structural responses could help in the investiga-

tion of the effect of wave-structure interaction on damping by a comparison

of theoretical and measured frequency response functions. The modeling

techniques should be as comprehensive as possible in order to accurately

represent the dynamic characteristics of the structure and in turn its

theoretical frequency response function. The measured structural responses

should be taken during storm conditions as this is when the wave forces and

the hydrodynamic damping affects are the greatest. Through further refine-

ments in the theoretical approach and the collection of measured data, the

dynamic analysis of offshore structures to stochastic waves may be verified

and incorporated into practicing design procedures.
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APPENDIX A

Free Vibration Analysis

The natural frequencies, w
n'

and modal shape vectors, 0
jn'

may be

obtained over all nodal point positions j and natural modes n, from the

eigenvalue, eigenvector problem for the undamped homogeneous equations

of motion for the idealized structure, Clough and Penzien [1975]. The

homogeneous equations of motion investigates the undamped free vibrational

behavior of a structural system. This may be expressed as

r MT J {u} + [K] {u} = 0 (A.1)

The displacement vector {u} is assumed to have a simple harmonic motion

shown as

and its acceleration as

{u(t)} = {0-} sin(wnt + A) (A.2)

{ii(t)} = -{w;21cp'} sin(wnt + A)

where, cr° represents the amplitude shape which does not vary in time and

A is a random phase angle. Substitution of u(t) and its corresponding

derivative with respect to time into Eq. (A.1) results in

[K - w1,1MT] {0'} sin(wnt + A) (A.3)

where the mass terms are only on the diagonal of the matrix. Since the

sine term is arbitrary, it may be omitted from the equations of motion.

Thus, the set of simultaneous equations may be solved by Cramer's rule

as



{V} =
IIK w2141,11

(A.4)
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The only nontrivial solution, when free vibration amplitude may exists,

is when the denominator vanishes; i.e.,

(A.5)

For a system with N degrees of freedom, N natural modes of vibration

may be determined from the frequency equation, Eq. (A.5). Since the

structural system's mass and stiffness matrices are real, symmetric and

positive definite the roots of the frequency equation (i.e., the fre-

quencies) will be real and positive. After solving for the eigenvalues,

or natural frequencies of vibration, the eigenvectors or modal shapes may

be determined. Since the frequency equation is solved identically for

the natural frequency wn, the modal shapes are indeterminate and must be

solved relative to one arbitrary modal amplitude. Setting the modal

amplitudes for the first position in each natural mode (f)in to unity, the

remaining modal amplitudes may be defined as ratios from Eq. (A.5) by

substituting the n
th

natural frequency back into the equation. Thus

the modal shape vector for each mode of vibration and for each nodal

point position may be determined as a ratio to fin. The complete modal

shape matrix for N natural modes over J nodal point positions may be

represented as



4)11 4)12 (1)1J

4)21 (P22 42J

(I)NJN1 N2

(A.6)
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These free-vibration modal shapes contain unique properties known

as orthogonality conditions. These may be shown by rewriting the equations

of motion for the undamped homogeneous system at positions j as

= co72114T.(1)j (A, 7)

where the right hand side represents the applied inertia load and the left

hand side the elastic restoring force for the n
th

natural mode. Betti's

Law which states that the work done by one set of loads on the deflection

due to a second set of loads is equal to the work of the second set of

loads acting on the deflections due to the first may be employed to prove

orthogonality. Two vibrating modes having different applied inertia load

systems may be represented by Betti's Law as

Loj = coj. .

m 3m -I'. 3n n 3ny 3 m
(A.8)

Since the products of Eq. (A.8) are scaler, they may be transposed arbi-

trarily, thus

(wM MT.(I)jn
(A.9)

The two modal frequencies are eigenvalues and thus distinct. Therefore,

they may not be equal; i.e., (w[12:1 w121) 0. The first orthogonality

conditions result as



and

0. 0.
yn

= 0 for m n

3

(A.10.a)

cp.
3m A

M, cp.
3n

=
3

0.
m I
M

3
0.

n
for m = n (A.l0,b)

. .
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Thus the orthogonality condition serves the purpose of uncoupling the

mass matrix between modes. In matrix form, this is shown as

T
r mT 1 [4)] = rm* (A. 11)

The same orthogonality condition can be shown for the stiffness

matrix. Premultipling Eq. (A.7) by cpIrn results in

(Pjmi(jcPjn (411(/)ImMT.q)jn
(A.12)

Employing the first orthogonality condition of Eq. (Aolooa), the second

orthogonality condition evolves as

0. K.0. = 0 for m n
3m 3 3n

(A.13)

The orthogonality condition also uncouples the stiffness matrix between

natural modes of vibration via the modal amplitude matrices such that

the matrix product

[4)]
T

[K] [(1)] = C K* J (A.14)

results in a diagonal matrix.
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APPENDIX B

Structural Damping Matrix

The orthogonality conditions which apply to the structural mass and

stiffness matrices may also pertain to the structural damping matrix,

Wilson and Penzien [1970]. If a Rayleigh type damping is assumed such

that,

C = a0MT + a1K (B.1)

in which, a
0

and a
1
are arbitrary proportionality factors, the orthogonality

conditions will hold for the damping matrix. This may be shown by applying

the orthogonality conditions of Appendix A, to the right hand side of Eq.

(B01). Thus, the orthogonal damping matrix may be of the form

.,
C* = ab[MT 1 KTb*Ij

n

or in more fimilar terms as

C* = 2C w M*
n n n n

(B.2)

(B.3)

where, wn is the natural frequency and Mn is the generalized mass matrix

for the n
th

mode of natural vibration, and the term C
n
is the percent of

critical damping or modal damping ratio. If the amount of damping in all

modes is assumed equal, then

C* ] = 2cr wnm (B04)

Employing the definition of the generalized damping matrix in terms of

the modal shape matrices and the original structural damping matrix, gives
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r c* a = [l]T NJ [0] (B.5)

The original structural damping matrix may be obtained by premultiplying

Eq. (B.5) by the inverse of the transpose of the modal shape matrix and

by postmultiplying by the inverse of the modal shape matrix, such that

-1

[C] = [0]
T

C* j [0] (B.6)

The inverse of the modal shape matrix can be a difficult task to obtain;

thus, the mass matrix orthogonality condition will be used. From the

orthogonality condition, the generalized mass matrix Eq. (A.11) may be

shown as

r M* = [0]T r MT a [4)]

Premultiplying by the inverse of the generalized mass matrix results in

the identity matrix; i.e.,

r 1 4 = r M* JI r M*

= [1/4 M*

1

[0]
T

tmTJ [I] (B.7)

-1

= [4)] [(1)]

Thus, from Eq. (B.7) the inverse of the modal shape matrix may be solved

from

1

[I] = r M* J1 [4)]

T
r MT (B8)

Similarily the inverse of the transpose of the modal shape matrix may be

found from

1
1

[0]T = MT [0] ['M* (B.9)



Substitution of these expressions for the inverse of the modal shape

matrix and its transpose into Eq. (B.6) results in

[c] = [ MT ] [0] r M* 1 [ c* ] r m* 1 [4)]T

(B.10)
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The dynamic structural analysis program SAP IV solves for the modal shape

matrix such that they are orthonormal to the mass matrix. Thus the

generalized mass matrix and, in turn its inverse, result in an identity

matrix and may be omitted from Eq. (B.10). Substituting Eq. (B.4) for

the generalized damping matrix into Eq. (B.10) results in

[c] r MT [0] r 2co j [flT [` i (B.11)

The modal damping ratio for steel structures has been experimentally

determined to range from 2 to 5 percent of critical frequency for the

structure vibrating in air. Thus from the free vibration analysis, the

original coupled structural damping matrix may be determined from Eq.

(B.11).
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APPENDIX C

Integration of Equation (3.5.15)

The linearization of the hydrodynamic drag term is accomplished by

minimizing the mean square error over all time that is introduced by

the replacement of the nonlinear terms with terms that are linear. This

process involves computing the time average of the relative velocity

squared, multiplied by the absolute value of the relative velocity;

which is shown by Eq. (3.5.15) as

<1..? 117.1.1> = Eri?
J

(C.1)
J J

Since the response process is linearly computed from the sea state energy

density spectrum, the relative velocity process may be assumed to be zero

mean and Gaussian. Equation (C.1) may be expressed as

11?

ea'4. lid> =
1 4.0. ,

ilt lid exp -( J )dr.
3 3 /-f;- a. -'

f
J 3 2a; .

J

r.r. r.r.
3 J 3 3

(C.2)

Investigating the value
3 3

from -00 to 0 and 0 to 4-0. results in

and

P. 1; = j (C.4)
3

3

.

Ir.' = r? J 0 <r.<+0.
J 3 3 (C.5)

Equation (C.2) may be replaced with two integrals from -co to 0 and

0 to +co; i.e.,



1

/77 a.
r.r.
3 J

O., ;2 ;2

{- I )di....

3

+ 0,;
J

exp ( 3 )dr.}
_co

r3 -: exp -(
2o. 2c2. 3

r .r . T .1".
3 3 3 3

(C.6)
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A change of variables is introduced into the integration from -00 to 0,

such that

r. =

(C. 7)

dr. =-dr
3

The limits of integration must be modified to account for the change of

variables in Eq. (C.7). Thus the first integral of Eq. (C.6) may be

expressed as

0 r'2
- +4 -ri exp dr;) (C.8)

2ai
r.r.
3 3

The minus sign allows the limits of integration to be interchanged from

+00 to 0 with 0 to +00; thus, Eq. (C.8) becomes

/7.'2

of r exp ( J )dr-1
26; '

J 3

(C.9)

. .

Since r
... ris a dummy variable it may be replaced by . and dr'. by dr.;
J 3 J J

thus, the integral may be expressed in terms of the relative velocity

as

r.
Of r. exp ( 3 )(1;

26;
r.r.
J 3

(C.10)
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Substitution of Eq. (C.10) into Eq. (C.6) results in

1

/7FrT a.
r.r.
3 3

1.?

2 0! r3 exp - ( )dr. (C.11)
3 2a? .

3

r.r.
3 3

making the following change in Eq. (C.11);

results in

2r.

u= L-- du = 3 di7..

2a? .

r . r .
3 3

1.4 = u2a
3 r.3 r.

3

dr.
3

2a?
r.r.
3 3

2a;
r.r.
3

3

(C.12)

2r.
3

1

/717 a.
r.r.
3 3

2 or2ua?
r.r.
3 3

exp(-u)ali du

(C.13)

Cancelling terms and bringing the constants of integration outside the

integral gives

4
(5.

+m3
ni u exp(-u)du

1f;* r.r.
(C.14)

3 3

The integral is equal to the Gamma function and is commonly expressed

as

r (a) = ofwua-1 exp(-u)du (C.15)



From Wyle [1966] and for a value of a = 2, the Gamma function may be

found to be equal to unity. Thus, Equation (C.2) reduces to

<174 11"1> =
4

al . = .

J r.r. r.r.
1/7r17 3 3 7 3 3

(C.16)
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